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Our Mini-Theme: Recent Developments in Business and Corporate Litigation 2014
Recent Developments in Business Commercial Courts in the United States and
Abroad
Jurisdictions around the United States continue to turn to specific business courts or to
the creation of specialized commercial dockets as ways to efficiently address complex
commercial business disputes, and in many instances, in an effort to attract business
investment in that jurisdiction. Not to be left out, jurisdictions around the world are
creating similar programs in order to encourage commercial development.
Pleading the Class Case: Testing Class Allegations on the Pleadings After
Comcast
This article explores how courts have responded to motions to dismiss or strike class
action allegations on the pleadings after the Supreme Court’s decision in Comcast v.
Behrend. In particular, it examines how, even though Comcast decreases the probability
that plaintiffs will obtain class certification, courts remain reluctant to dismiss class
allegations on the pleadings.
The Year in E-Discovery: Not the Same Old Song
Electronic discovery jurisprudence continued its rapid evolution in 2013. This article will
focus on a few key issues worthy of continued attention into 2014.
The Decline and Fall of Equitable Defenses Under ERISA
In US Airways, Inc. v. McCutchen, the Supreme Court resolved a circuit split concerning
whether principles of fairness could trump language contained in an ERISA plan.
Equitable defenses cannot overcome the simple fact that “[t]he plan, in short, is at the
center of ERISA.”
The Five Most Publicized Patent Issues Today
With the renewed focus by Congress, the president, and the Supreme Court on patent
law, this article looks at today's five most publicized patent issues. Among those issues
are three Federal Circuit cases that will be, or that have been, argued at the Supreme
Court in the spring of 2014, new legislation being considered by the Obama
administration to curtail patent infringement litigation, and recent legislation that has
created a clear mechanism for allowing issued patents to be attacked more frequently
than ever before.
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Taking Discovery in the United States for Use in Arbitration Abroad: Open
Questions Under 28 U.S.C. § 1782
Under 28 U.S.C. § 1782, litigants in proceedings overseas may seek discovery in the
United States. Although it has long been clear that Section 1782 discovery is available
for judicial and regulatory proceedings, it is much less certain whether Section 1782
discovery is available for arbitrations abroad. There are at least four different views on
the matter. This article surveys and analyzes the different approaches, and offers some
practical suggestions for whether and how to see such discovery.
It’s Not Simply a Matter of Opinion: Pleading Standards Under Section 11 for
Untrue or Misleading Opinions
On March 3, 2014, the United States Supreme Court granted certiorari in Omnicare, Inc.
v. Laborers District Council Construction Industry Pension Fund to address the recent
circuit split concerning the pleading standards applicable to claims under Section 11 of
the Securities Act of 1933 for untrue or misleading statements of opinion. This article
examines the appropriate pleading standards under Section 11 and argues that a
plaintiff need not plead or prove “subjective falsity” to recover damages under Section 11
for untrue or misleading statements of opinion.
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KEEPING CURRENT: Daimler AG v. Bauman, et al., 134 S. Ct. 746 (2014)
In Daimler AG v. Bauman, et al., the Supreme Court revisited general jurisdiction over
foreign defendants. The Court held that a foreign defendant was not subject to general
jurisdiction in California in a suit for injuries and acts occurring outside of the United
States, as general jurisdiction is found only where the defendant is “at home.”
KEEPING CURRENT: Medtronic, Inc. v. Mirowski Family Ventures, LLC, 134 S. Ct.
843 (2014)
On January 22, 2014, the U.S. Supreme Court issued its decision in Medtronic, Inc. v.
Mirowski Family Ventures, LLC, deciding unanimously that the patent holder bears the
burden of proving infringement, even when a licensee seeks a declaratory judgement
that it does not infringe the licensor’s patents.
DELAWARE INSIDER: When Business Judgement Isn’t Enough: The Impact of the
Standard of Review on Deal Litigation
Three recent decisions of the Delaware Court of Chancery, all written by Vice Chancellor
Laster, demonstrate the importance and impact of the application of the standard of
review to the success of post-transactional shareholder litigation.
ETHICS CORNER: In-House Counsel Ethics: Practicing Law as a Square Peg
When it comes to ethical guidance, in-house lawyers get the short end of the stick. The
Model Rules of Professional Conduct, which most U.S. jurisdictions have adopted in
some form, are more compatible with law firm practice than in-house work.
MEMBER SPOTLIGHT: Interview with the Honorable Gail A. Andler
Judge Gail A. Andler has been a California state trial judge since 1994. She currently

sits on the Complex Civil Litigation Panel of the Superior Court, Orange County, and is
the immediate past President of the American College of Business Court Judges. She
served two terms as the Presiding Judge of the Superior Court's Appellate Division.

Podcast: The Lord Chief Justice and Changing the Culture of the
Courts
Lord Harry Woolf, former Lord Chief Justice of England and Wales, discusses the "Woolf
Reforms," and how they changed the way the courts in England handle civil disputes. His
conclusion: The duty of a court is primarily to assist the parties to conclude their dispute without
waste or delay. Please enjoy this April 30, 2014, conversation sponsored by the Dispute
Resolution Committee.

“Rethinking Basic”
The Business Lawyer, 69(3), May 2014
This article provides a conceptual and economic framework for a reexamination of the Basic
rule expected to be reconsidered by the United States Supreme Court in the Halliburton case.
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Our Mini-theme:
Recent Developments in
Business and Corporate Litigation 2014

Welcome to the Business and Corporate
Litigation Committee’s annual mini-theme
issue of Business Law Today. As the diverse
articles of this edition show, the breadth of
business litigation faced by today’s companies is staggering. So too is the attendant
cost and risk. The Business and Corporate
Litigation Committee (BCLC) is the home
within the ABA Business Law Section for
lawyers, in-house counsel, judges, and law
students interested in dispute resolution, including litigation, arbitration, and ADR for
business clients. Our members from around
the United States and beyond have access
to the most current thinking on trends and
developments in business litigation and, for
those who wish to become active as speakers, authors, and leaders, there are opportunities to become involved no matter your
level or area of expertise.
As just one example of what we have to
offer, BCLC has, for nearly 20 years, authored the indispensable Recent Developments in Business and Corporate Litigation (formerly the Annual Review). In 1996,
this title included 11 chapters authored by
24 Committee members. This year’s ver-

sion, recently released, is a two-volume set
(with an accompanying CD-ROM), and it
includes 24 chapters authored by over 200
Committee members. You can purchase it
here: http://www.americanbar.org/groups/
business_law/publications.html.
In addition to our written content, the
Business and Corporate Litigation Committee takes great pride in its programming. This year, as part of a no-cost Section
member benefit, we will present an In The
Know webinar program on August 4, 2014,
titled “Prosecution, Defense and Settlement
of M&A Stockholder Litigation – A Solution in Search of a Problem.” Program details are available at the In the Know website
at www.ambar.org/intheknow. Registration
will open soon.
We encourage and welcome your voices
and those of your clients, and we stand ready
to make your participation in BCLC both
meaningful and valuable. How can you become involved? First, please join our Committee today at http://apps.americanbar.
org/dch/committee.cfm?com=CL150000.
Second, please register for the new Section
Annual Meeting in Chicago on September

11–13, 2014, at http://www.americanbar.
org/groups/business_law/events_cle/annual_2014/registration.html
The benefits of joining BCLC are many,
and your experience can be tailored to your
individual practice and needs. I hope to see
you in Chicago this September for the new
Business Law Section Annual Meeting!
Patrick T. Clendenen
Chair, Business and Corporate
Litigation Committee
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ADDITIONAL RESOURCES
For other materials related to this topic, please refer to the following.

Photos of the Business and
Corporate Litigation Committee
from 2014 Spring Meeting
* * *

Business Law Section 2014 Spring Meeting
Program Materials
(Co-presented by Business and Corporate
Litigation Committee)
Antitrust and Monopolization
Developments (PDF) (Audio)
Calling All Deal Lawyers: Use Your Skills to Help
Prevent and Resolve Disputes! (PDF) (Audio)
Choice of Law Issues with Respect to
International Sales Contracts (PDF) (Audio)
Directors, Officers, and In-House Counsel:
You Think You’re Covered but You’re Probably
Not (And What to Do About It) (PDF) (Audio)
Gay Marriage and the Repeal of DOMA:
What Every Business Lawyer Needs to
Know (PDF) (Audio)
Innovations in Resolving Complex Business
Disputes (PDF) (Audio)
Prosecution, Defense, and Settlement of M&A
Stockholder Litigation – A Solution in Search of
a Problem (PDF) (Audio)
Scandal Scarred: Managing Your Clients
Through a Political or Government Scandal
(PDF) (Audio)
The 2014 Annual Review of Developments in
Business and Corporate Litigation (PDF) (Audio)
The Court of Public Opinion: Best Practices for
Attorneys in High Profile and Crisis Situations
(PDF) (Audio)

Business Law Today
A Preview of the Forthcoming Annual Review of
Developments in Business and Corporate Litigation
January 2012
Our Mini-theme: Business and Corporate Litigation
Sep/Oct 2009
* * *

ABA Web Store
Recent Developments in Business and
Corporate Litigation

The 2014 edition of Recent Developments in
Business and Corporate Litigation contains two
volumes plus a CD-ROM totaling 24 chapters
spanning a broad range of substantive areas within corporate litigation. Over 170 attorneys from
across the country have contributed to this publication with comments on key issues, detailed outlines, and summaries of recent cases, legislation,
trends, and developments during the past year.
The 2014 edition contains two volumes that are
separated by specific topics in business- and litigation-focused areas.
Volume 1
• Litigation and Dispute Resolution
• Civil Business Claims
Volume 2
• Business Associations Law
• Employment & Labor Law
• Finance and Securities Litigation and Arbitration
The Annual Review is published annually by the
Business and Corporate Litigation Committee
of the ABA Business Law Section.

The Nationwide Innovation of Specialized
Business and Commercial Courts for Effective
Resolution of Business Disputes (PDF) (Audio )
Views from the Bench: Judicial Perspectives on
Consumer Finance Litigation (PDF) (Audio)
Zombie RMBS – All You Need to Know About
the Legacy Mortgage-Backed Securities
Litigation that Refuses to Die and the Lessons
Learned for Current MBS deals (PDF) (Audio )
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Recent Developments in Business Commercial
Courts in the United States and Abroad
By Richard L. Renck and Carmen H. Thomas

No longer in its infancy, the proliferation
of business courts and specialized commercial dockets as a means of efficiently
handling complex business and commercial litigation has not abated in recent
years. This article will highlight some of
the recent developments in this arena both
in the United States and in international
jurisdictions, and is a summary of and introduction to the excellent work of nearly
20 authors in Chapter 4, “Business Courts,”
in the ABA Business and Corporate Litigation Committee’s 2014 Edition of Recent
Developments in Business and Corporate
Litigation. A full history and description
of the development of business courts and
commercial dockets is beyond the scope of
this article, but readers interested in that detailed background information will find the
2004 article by Mitchell L. Bach, Esq., and
Lee Applebaum, Esq., in the Business Lawyer, to be the most authoritative dissection
of the topic currently available. See Bach &
Applebaum, A History of the Creation and
Jurisdiction of Business Courts in the Last
Decade, 60 Bus. Law. 147 (2004).
There currently are functioning business
courts of some type either in cities, counties, regions, or statewide in several states,
including the following: Alabama, Colorado, Delaware, Florida, Georgia, Illinois,

Iowa, Maine, Maryland, Massachusetts,
Michigan, Nevada, New Hampshire, New
Jersey, New York, North Carolina, Ohio,
Pennsylvania, Rhode Island, South Carolina, and West Virginia. The summary below
focuses on recent developments in some
of these jurisdictions, or jurisdictions considering the implementation of specialized
business courts as well as developments in
this arena internationally.

business court administers a complex contract case in 608 days, compared to 1,746
on the general docket. In complex tort cases the average numbers were 566 days in
the business court compared to 1,284 days
on the general docket. This empirical data
highlights how jurisdictions with business
courts can experience the benefits of more
efficient adjudication of disputes that fall
within their subject matter jurisdiction.

Fulton County Superior Court, Atlanta,
Georgia

Michigan

Georgia’s Supreme Court established the Fulton County Superior Court’s Business Case
Division in June 2005. The business court’s
2012 Annual Report included a “Business
Court Impact” Section, in which the court
sought to measure the business court’s efficiency in terms of disposition times; a 2011
study having found generally that delays in
civil and domestic case administration resulted in both the loss of significant economic
productivity and the loss of jobs.
The 2012 study gathered representative
sample case data for the 2005 to the mid2012 time period. It “measured both the
amount of time a case was pending, as well
as a case’s complexity by highlighting the
number of docket entries created in each
case.” The study found that, on average, the

Michigan has now joined the ranks of jurisdictions that have formed business courts.
On October 16, 2012, Michigan Governor
Rick Snyder signed the act that established
a business court in every Michigan county
that already had at least three circuit judges. The legislation became effective on
January 1, 2013, and was implemented in
most of the applicable counties during the
first half of 2013.
In the 17 circuits with a business court,
every “business or commercial dispute” (as
broadly defined) is assigned to a special
docket. Cases pending on pilot business
dockets – the Specialized Business Dockets
in Kent, Macomb, and Oakland Counties –
will remain there.
Jurisdiction in the business courts is
mandatory where:
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• All parties are “business enterprises,”
which is broadly defined to include both
for-profit and nonprofit entities (except
religious organizations);
• One party is a business enterprise and
the other parties are present or former
owners, officers, directors, or employees
and the claims arise out of those relationships; or the dispute involves the internal organization of the business and the
rights or obligations of its owners, officers, directors, or managers;
• One party is a nonprofit and the claims
arise out of the nonprofit’s organizational
structure, governance, or finances; or
• The dispute involves classic kinds of
business litigation.
Most claims involving individuals, however, are specifically excluded from the
business court. If any aspect of the suit includes a “business or commercial dispute,”
the entire case will be assigned to the business court.
The Michigan Supreme Court has approved the business judges for the 17 circuits. Wayne County (Detroit along with its
eastern and western suburbs) has three judges, and Oakland County (north of Detroit)
has two; the remaining circuits have one
business court judge each. In many of the
less-populous counties, there are not enough
business cases to occupy a judge full time.
Thus, the judges in those courts will also
maintain a docket of non-business cases.
Judges are appointed for six-year terms.
In addition, the Michigan Supreme Court
has directed how business courts must be
implemented. Under its Administrative Order 2013-6, circuit courts “shall establish
specific case management practices for business court matters. These practices should
reflect the specialized pretrial requirements
for business court cases, and will typically
include provisions relating to scheduling
conferences, alternative dispute resolution
(with an emphasis on mediation scheduled
early in the proceeding), discovery cutoff dates, case evaluation, and final settlement conferences.” Also, opinions from the
business judges must be transmitted to the
Michigan State Court Administrative Office
within seven days after the court enters the

opinion. As required by the statute, opinions
from the business court judges are available
to the public on an indexed website.
New Jersey

New Jersey is now considering whether to
join the list of states with specialized business courts. On October 8, 2013, New Jersey Chief Justice Stuart Rabner announced
the creation of a Working Group on Business Litigation. The working group is
charged with “conducting a review of case
management techniques used to file, track
and resolve commercial litigation.” Moreover, the New Jersey judiciary has “added a
dedicated section for business-related opinions to its website, njcourts.com,” which
contains opinions “of the Supreme, Appellate, and Superior Courts, divided by case
type for easy reference by attorneys and
litigants.” The working group is also tasked
with reviewing two pilot programs created
several years ago addressing business disputes – “the Bergen/Essex Complex Commercial Program and the Non-Jury Trial
Program in general equity.”

ability, or indemnity of a business entity’s
officers, directors, or owners; and contract
disputes and business-tort disputes between
business entities.
In January 2012, the task force issued
a final report recommending permanent
Commercial Dockets (as the pilot programs were set to expire in July 2012) for
any court of common pleas having six or
more general division judges or located in
a county having a population of 300,000 or
more according to the latest federal decennial census. The report found that the benefits of the program included accelerating
decisions, creating expertise among judges,
and achieving consistency in court decisions around the state. On May 29, 2012,
the Supreme Court of Ohio extended the effective end date of temporary rules governing the operation of the commercial dockets pilot program through June 30, 2013.
Of the pilot programs created, Cuyahoga,
Lucas, and Hamilton counties have extended operation of their respective Commercial Dockets. Franklin County, however, by
a 9–8 vote of its judges, decided to disband
its Commercial Docket.

Ohio

Ohio business courts, or Commercial
Dockets as they are referred to, began with
the creation of the Supreme Court Task
Force on Commercial Dockets. In January
2009, the task force established specific
Commercial Dockets through the enactment of Temporary Rules of Superintendence 1.01 through 1.11. Those rules created four pilot-project counties – Cuyahoga,
Franklin, Hamilton, and Lucas (which,
respectively, are the homes of Cleveland,
Columbus, Cincinnati, and Toledo). The
goal of the Commercial Dockets was to
promote efficiency and predictability in the
following types of cases: disputes involving the formation, governance, dissolution,
or liquidation of any business entity; disputes among owners (or other principals)
of a business entity concerning their rights
and obligations; disputes concerning trade
secrets, nondisclosure, noncompete, or employment agreements between a business
entity and an owner of the business entity;
cases involving the rights, obligations, li-

South Carolina

The South Carolina Business Court Pilot
Program has existed since 2007 in Charleston, Greenville, and Richland Counties and
has seen excellent participation, according to
a study of the program completed in 2009.
On January 3, 2014, South Carolina Chief
Justice Jean H. Toal ordered that the pilot
program be expanded to include all counties in the state. The state now is divided
into three business court regions, and cases
within those regions apply for business court
assignment through the region’s business
court judge. The process for having a case
assigned to the business court is the same
as under the prior orders: the business court
judge must recommendation the assignment,
and the chief justice decides whether to grant
or deny the motion. If the motion is granted,
the case can be assigned to any one of the
three business court judges. Clients and lawyers around the state immediately began to
take advantage of the expansion, as shown
by a sharp increase in the number of motions
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for business court assignment in January and
February 2014. The expansion order is available at http://www.sccourts.org/courtOrders/
displayOrder.cfm?orderNo=2014-01-03-02.
West Virginia

In October 2012, the West Virginia Supreme Court of Appeals officially opened
a Business Court Division. Of the original
judges appointed to the Business Court Division, Judges Wilkes, Rowe, and Young
are still active in the division. Additionally,
Judge Thomas C. Evans, III, Judge Russell
M. Clawges, Jr., and Judge Paul T. Farrell
have been appointed to the division. In its
first year, there were over 20 motions to refer matters to the new Business Court Division. Of those matters, 13 motions to refer
have been granted. Moreover, of the referred matters, it was determined that four
motions to refer required additional review
in the form of a hearing before a decision
on the motion could be reached.
Business Court Resources

The jurists assigned to business courts in
the United States have access to a wonderful resource in the American College
of Business Court Judges. The Ninth Annual Meeting of the American College of
Business Court Judges (ACBCJ) took place
from September 15–17, 2013, at George
Mason University in Virginia, as part of the
Judicial Education Program at the George
Mason University School of Law’s Law
and Economics Center. The topics covered
included, among others: “Disparate Impact
Analysis Beyond Mortgages”; “Privacy,
Data Breach, and State Enforcement”;
“Federal Rules Committee and E-Discovery”; “Economics of Reverse Mortgages”;
and “Multi-Jurisdiction Case Management.” Judges from 20 different states, and
various jurisdictions within those states,
attended. In addition to judicial education,
the ACBCJ provides resources, in terms
of information and its member judges, to
those jurisdictions interested in the development of business courts.
Various ABA Sections, Committees, and
Subcommittees are also excellent resources
on the topic of business courts. For instance,

the Section of Business Law has created
a pamphlet titled Establishing Business
Courts in Your State as a tool for jurisdictions considering whether a specialized
business court makes sense. The Committee on Business and Corporate Litigation’s
Subcommittee on Business Courts provides
a business court resources web page, with
links and documents on both national and
international business courts, that is likely
the most comprehensive effort of its kind. In
addition to numerous links to public sources, the web page includes business court
materials and resources presented at ABA
meetings that are not published elsewhere.
The University of Maryland School of
Law’s Journal of Business & Technology
Law continues to provide a very detailed
online business court resource page, including links and information with respect
to business and complex litigation courts.
The National Center for State Courts has
an online resource link to specialized business courts as well.
Please click on the linked pdf document
(from the BLS 2014 Spring Meeting program, “The Nationwide Innovation of Specialized Business and Commercial Courts
for Effective Resolution of Business Disputes,”) for a comprehensive list of business court resources, with links to the applicable websites.
The movement toward the creation and
use of specialized business and commercial
courts continues unabated. Moreover, the
great work these courts do is highlighted in
the many case summaries that can be found
in Chapter 4 of Recent Developments in
Business and Corporate Litigation from
business and commercial courts in the following jurisdictions: Delaware, Florida,
Maryland, New Hampshire, New York,
North Carolina, Ohio, Pennsylvania, South
Carolina, and West Virginia.
International

Commercial courts are being developed in
Iraq, and pioneering American business court
Judges Ben F. Tennille and Steven I. Platt
have contributed to this effort through the
sponsorship of the Department of Commerce
Commercial Law Development Program.

In the Arabian Gulf region, the commercial courts in the Gulf States, the Qatar International Court and Dispute Resolution
Centre, the Dubai International Financial
Center Courts (DIFC), and the Bahrain
Chamber for Dispute met in late 2102 and
have collaborated on the topic of effective
resolution of business and commercial disputes. Moreover, the DIFC and the Commercial Court of England and Wales have
entered into a “Memorandum of Guidance
as to Enforcement between the DIFC Courts
and the Commercial Court, Queen’s Bench
Division, England and Wales.” The DIFC
courts have also entered a cooperation
agreement with the Supreme Court of New
South Wales, Australia.
In Africa, the Ivory Coast has set up a
Commerce Court, and a Commercial Court
Division has started operations in Lesotho.
In Europe, new commercial courts have
also evolved in Italy, and the Romanian
government is planning to open a new
commercial court for business litigation in
Bucharest.
Finally, in Southeast Asia, Singapore is
planning to set up an International Commercial Court that focuses on mediation
of commercial disputes, intended to be international in nature, with availability for
cross-border commercial disputes.
Richard L. Renck is a partner in
the Wilmington, Delaware, office
of Duane Morris LLP. He currently
serves as the Chairman of the ABA
Business and Corporate Litigation
Committee’s Business Courts
subcommittee. Carmen Harper
Thomas is an associate in the
Columbia, South Carolina, office of
Nelson Mullins Riley & Scarborough
LLP. Carmen is the current Vice-Chair
of the Business Courts subcommittee.
The opinions expressed in this article
are those of the authors and do not
necessarily reflect the views of their
employers or clients.
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Pleading the Class Case: Testing Class Allegations
on the Pleadings After Comcast
By Andrew B. Murphy

Class actions present litigants with unique
incentives. Because the risk of class-wide liability is often substantial, defendants may
have an incentive to settle even a meritless
case to avoid the risk of potentially crippling liability. On the other hand, if individual class members’ damages are small, as
they often are in class cases, plaintiffs may
lack a monetary incentive to pursue their
claims unless they can proceed as a class.
These competing concerns make class allegations a critical feature in any case. And
they encourage defendants to try to defeat
class action allegations early in the lawsuit.
The rationale is simple: take away the class
claims, and you take away the plaintiff’s
incentive to pursue the lawsuit.
But how early in a case can defendants
challenge class allegations? This article explores that question in light of recent Supreme Court precedent.
Traditionally, courts considered the viability of class action allegations only after
plaintiffs had the chance to gather evidence
in discovery. Because plaintiffs frequently
need that discovery to develop facts – such
as the size of the class, specific policies
or practices that may have impacted class
members, or the extent of class members’
damages – to support their class claims,

complaints commonly lack detailed class
action allegations. That lack of detail,
however, runs headlong into the Supreme
Court’s decisions Bell Atlantic Corp. v.
Twombly, 550 U.S. 544 (2007), and Iqbal
v. Ashcroft, 556 U.S. 662 (2009), which
revised the pleading rules in a way that requires plaintiffs to allege enough facts in
the complaint to show the plaintiff’s claim
is “plausible.”
Recognizing that class action allegations
often may be developed only after discovery,
many courts have given class allegations a
pass on Twombly’s and Iqbal’s requirement
that allegations contain enough facts to show
that relief is plausible. But the Supreme
Court’s March 2013 decision in Comcast v.
Behrend, 133 S. Ct. 1426 (2012), may give
courts cause to reconsider this reluctance to
dismiss class allegations on the pleadings.
Comcast, like the Supreme Court’s earlier
decision in Wal-Mart Stores, Inc. v. Dukes,
131 S. Ct. 2541 (2011), was not a motion
to dismiss the case. But, as explained below,
some interpret Comcast as making it more
difficult for plaintiffs to obtain class certification by requiring courts to (1) take a closer
look at the case’s underlying merits, and (2)
find that class members’ damages are not
too individualized before certifying a class.

This interpretation has prompted some defendants to argue that Comcast, along with
Dukes, narrows the types of claims likely to
be certified as class claims after discovery
and gives courts new leeway – at the pleadings stage – to dismiss class allegations with
no plausible hope of ever being certified.
After first reviewing the Comcast decision, this article examines four different
approaches that courts have followed when
analyzing such arguments in the wake
of Comcast. As discussed below, courts,
with few exceptions, have been reluctant
to jettison their hesitancy to dismiss class
claims on the pleadings, even in the face of
a steady stream of Supreme Court authority making it more difficult for plaintiffs to
obtain class certification.
The Comcast Decision

Comcast reached the Supreme Court on an
appeal of a district court’s order granting
the plaintiffs’ motion for class certification.
The case involved allegations that Comcast
“clustered” its cable television operations in
the Philadelphia area by swapping its systems outside of the region for a competitor’s
systems within the region in violation of antitrust laws. The plaintiffs sought to certify
a class under Federal Rule of Civil Proce-
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dure 23(b)(3), which requires courts to find
that “the questions of law or fact common to
class members predominate over any questions affecting only individual members.”
To that end, they advanced four theories of
antitrust impact that supposedly increased
the putative class’s cable subscription rates.
But after considering each theory, the district court concluded that only one theory,
relating to claims that Comcast’s activities
dissuaded competitors from building networks in areas where Comcast operates, was
capable of proof using common evidence.
Accordingly, it certified a class under that
theory and “rejected the rest.”
Importantly, however, the damages model
that the plaintiffs offered to support their
claims reflected their original four-theory
approach to the case and “did not isolate
damages resulting from any one theory
of antitrust impact.” On appeal, the Third
Circuit refused to find that the class was
improperly certified because the damages
model failed to attribute damages to the sole
theory of liability remaining in the case. To
do so, the Third Circuit reasoned, would
constitute an “attac[k] on the merits” of the
methodology that had “no place in the class
certification inquiry.”
The Supreme Court, in a 5–4 decision,
disagreed. As a threshold matter, the Court
categorically rejected the Third Circuit’s
conclusion that the merits have no place in
the class certification analysis. Drawing on
Dukes, the Court reiterated that courts must
conduct a “rigorous analysis” to ensure that
the requirements of Rule 23 are satisfied.
That analysis, moreover, “will frequently
entail ‘overlap with the merits of the plaintiff’s underlying claim.’”
While this finding was significant because it removed any doubt that courts may
inquire “into the merits of the claim” when
deciding class certification, it was nothing
that the Court had not determined before
in earlier opinions. The Court’s discussion of the role of damages in class certification was more novel, and thus opened
the door to new arguments to attack class
allegations.
Specifically, the Court cautioned that
courts should not certify class actions when

“questions of individual damage calculations will inevitably overwhelm questions
common to the class.” Therefore, unless
“damages are capable of measurement on
a classwide basis,” class certification under
Rule 23(b)(3) is inappropriate.
The four dissenting justices were clearly
troubled by the potential breadth of the majority’s discussion of damages, particularly
with regard to its possible use as a sword
to defeat class claims early in a case. Noting the “well nigh universal” recognition
that individual damages calculations did
not preclude class certification under Rule
23(b)(3) that appears to conflict with the
majority’s opinion, the dissenters urged
that the Court’s holding should “not be
read to require, as a prerequisite to certification, that damages attributable to a class
wide injury be measurable ‘on a class-wide
basis.’”
Testing Individualized Damages on the
Pleadings

As the Comcast dissenters seemed to predict, defendants quickly looked to individualized damages issues as a means of
obtaining early dismissal of class claims on
the pleadings. But they did not receive the
reception one might have expected in light
of what the Comcast majority had to say
about damages.
Consider, for example, Smith v. Washington Post Co., 962 F. Supp. 2d 79 (D.D.C.
2013), which was decided four months after
Comcast. In Smith, the plaintiff, a newspaper distributor, alleged that the Washington
Post Company unilaterally changed contract terms and refused to reimburse him
and a putative class of other distributors for
unsold newspapers. The Washington Post
maintained that to determine individual
breach of contract claims and – perhaps
equally significant – failure to reimburse
damages, the court needed to consider individualized evidence. Thus, the Washington
Post argued that the court should strike or
dismiss Smith’s class claims on the pleadings because they were “untenable under
any theory” and “would require individualized determinations precluding class-wide
adjudication.”

While not citing Comcast, the court’s
consideration of this argument implicated
the broadest interpretation of Comcast: that
class certification is inappropriate whenever individualized damages calculations
are necessary. The court did not reject
that interpretation, but it was nevertheless
“hesitant to delve deep into the merits of
the plaintiff’s class allegations” because
there had “been no discovery whatsoever.”
And in the absence of discovery, it refused
to find that “individualized proof of injury
or damages w[ould] overwhelm common
issues and preclude class certification.” For
those reasons, the court held that class resolution was premature and that Smith was
“entitled to discovery before deciding class
certification.”
Another early post-Comcast case illustrates courts’ unwillingness to shed their
historic reluctance to dismiss class allegations before discovery. In Blagman v.
Apple, Inc., et al., No. 12 Civ. 5453(ALC)
(JCF), 2013 WL 2181709 (S.D.N.Y. May
20, 2013), the plaintiff, Blagman, brought
putative class claims asserting that Apple,
Inc., and other digital music retailers illegally infringed upon his copyrights. Consistent with the Supreme Court’s admonishment in Twombly that allegations must
be plausible to state a claim for relief, Apple and the other defendants moved to dismiss the class allegations, which consisted
of a one-paragraph allegation that they had
“also willfully infringed on at least thousands of . . . copyrighted” materials.
While courts have come to routinely dismiss substantive claims predicated on such
conclusory allegations, the Apple court
declined to dismiss the class claims. The
court reasoned that “[d]ismissal of class
allegations at the pleading stage should be
done rarely as ‘the better course is to deny
such a motion because the shape and form
of a class action evolves only through the
process of discovery.’”
Further, the Apple court found that Comcast actually supported its decision to delay
consideration of the class claims’ viability.
Noting that Comcast reached the Supreme
Court only after the plaintiffs had the opportunity to gather and present evidence
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supporting their class claims, the court
concluded that Comcast “reinforce[d] class
certification as the proper stage for these
questions.”
Is Denial of Class Certification Really
Proper Whenever Damages Are
Individualized?

The Apple and Smith cases demonstrate that
at least some courts do not see the Supreme
Court’s recent class action precedent as a
basis to dismiss class claims before discovery. But other courts have been reluctant to
accept the broadest reading of that precedent – that class certification should be denied whenever damages require individual
calculations – as a basis to dismiss class
claims on the pleadings.
In Sherrard v. Boeing Co., No. 4:13-CV1015 CEJ, 2013 WL 5786642 (E.D. Mo.
Oct. 28, 2013), for instance, the plaintiff,
Sherrard, asserted a variety of employment-related discrimination claims, including class claims, against Boeing. Boeing
moved to dismiss the class claims, arguing
that they failed “to state a plausible claim
for class-wide relief.” Echoing the arguments at issue in Comcast, Boeing moved
to dismiss or strike the class claims on the
pleadings because Sherrard had failed to
assert a plausible claim for relief since “individualized damages calculations would
overwhelm any common questions of fact
or law, precluding a showing of ‘predominance’ under Rule 23(b)(3).”
But the court rejected that argument. As
a threshold matter, consistent with other
courts’ general reluctance to decide class
issues on the pleadings, the court found
that it was “not clear” that individualized
issues would predominate. Equally important, however, the court declined to hold
that individualized damages preclude class
certification. Relying on the authority that
the Comcast dissenters said reflected a “universal” precept of class action law, the court
concluded that “‘[c]ommon issues may predominate when liability can be determined
on a class-wide basis, even when there are
some individualized damages issues.’”
Whether this is an accurate statement of
the law after Comcast remains a source of

considerable debate. Judge Posner has concluded, for example, that Comcast cannot
possibly mean that class certification is inappropriate whenever individual damages
calculations are required because such a rule
“would drive a stake through the heart of the
class action device, in cases in which damages were sought rather than an injunction
or a declaratory judgment.” Butler v. Sears,
Roebuck & Co., 727 F.3d 796 (7th Cir.
2013). But other courts, such as the court in
Roach v. T.L. Cannon Corp., 3:10-CV-0591
TJM/DEP, 2013 WL 1316452 (N.D.N.Y.
Mar. 29, 2013), have embraced the broader
view that class certification is inappropriate if damages are “highly individualized.”
Either way, as Sherrard reflects, the uncertainty over Comcast’s meaning continues to
contribute to courts’ reluctance to dismiss
class claims on the pleadings.
Drawing the Line Between Rule 12 and
Rule 23

As the debate over Comcast’s breadth continues, some courts have focused on an issue that would permit them to continue to
deny motions to dismiss class allegations
regardless of the debate’s outcome: the different standards that govern Rule 12 and
Rule 23. As noted above, in Comcast the
Supreme Court emphasized, as it had done
earlier in Dukes, that courts must conduct
a “rigorous” analysis when determining
whether class claims satisfy the requirements of Rule 23. In contrast, to pass muster under Rule 12, a complaint need only
give fair notice of its claims and allege
enough factual matter to demonstrate that
its allegations are “plausible” when viewed
in the light most favorable to the non-moving party.
Another breach of contract case illustrates one court’s view of the relationship between these standards on motions
to dismiss class allegations. In Anderson
Living Trust v. ConocoPhillips Co., 952
F. Supp. 2d 979 (D.N.M. 2013), interest
holders on oil and gas leases brought a
putative class action against oil producers
regarding a dispute over royalty payments.
ConocoPhillips moved to dismiss the class
claims under Rule 12(b)(6) on the basis

that, among other things, the plaintiffs had
“only restated rule 23(a)’s requirements
in their class action allegations, and have
failed to ‘allege even a single question of
law or fact that purportedly is common to
the class.’” In response, the plaintiffs maintained that they had stated a plausible claim
for relief by alleging that the defendants
had “systematically” failed to pay applicable royalties.
In evaluating the ConocoPhillips’s motion, the court began by noting that the
standards that apply to Rule 12 and Rule 23
motions are different. To that end, the court
noted that the two rules are concerned with
different things – with Rule 12 being concerned primarily with substantive issues
and Rule 23 being concerned primarily
with procedural issues. Seizing this distinction to support why Rule 12’s substantive
standards should not apply to Rule 23 class
allegations, the court explained that Rule
23 enables plaintiffs to “take advantage
of a procedural device, not a new cause of
action.”
The court’s sharp distinction between
the substantive and class allegations stands
in some tension with Comcast’s emphasis
that courts must look to the case’s merits
when deciding class certification. But the
court fortified its decision with a discussion
of damages. Although the court did not cite
Comcast, its analysis touched on the damages issues that animated the Comcast decision. Specifically, the court found that the
plaintiffs did not need to plead a damages
theory capable of supporting a class action
with specificity. To require the plaintiffs to
do so, the court reasoned, would “‘result in
a near wholesale abandonment of the concept of notice pleading.’” Thus, although
the plaintiff’s class allegations were “rather
pro forma,” the court declined to dismiss
them because the “heavy lifting is done at
the class certification hearing, rather than
on a motion to dismiss.”
The “Rare” Case Supporting Dismissal
of Class Allegations on the Pleadings

Although most courts have not responded
to Comcast – or Dukes – by granting motions to dismiss class allegations, there are
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some exceptions. Ladik v. Wal-Mart Stores,
Inc., 291 F.R.D. 263 (W.D. Wisc. 2013), is
one such exception. The plaintiffs in Ladik
were current and former Wal-Mart employees who asserted that they had been denied
opportunities for promotions based on
their gender. All of the plaintiffs were once
members of the class that the Supreme
Court found had been improperly certified in Dukes. After the Dukes decision, the
plaintiffs “refined” their proposed class so
that it included only employees from four
Midwestern states rather than the entire
country. But they continued to assert the
same substantive claims that were at issue
in Dukes – namely, that Wal-Mart perpetuated gender discrimination by permitting
individual managers to make promotion
decisions based on subjective criteria.
Wal-Mart moved to dismiss the class allegations, arguing that Dukes demonstrated
that the plaintiffs’ claims were not amenable to class certification. The plaintiffs
responded by pointing to cases supporting
the “proposition that courts should be wary
of making a definitive determination about

class certification at the pleading stage.”
Notably, the court agreed that “it is the rare
case in which it is clear from the pleadings that the plaintiffs may not proceed as
a class.” But it found that Ladik was one of
those cases. Although the court concluded
that the plaintiffs had not alleged “more
than sheer possibly” that their proposed
class differed from the class rejected in
Dukes, it placed special emphasis on the
fact that the plaintiffs could “not explain
how discovery could make a difference to
the issue of certification.” The court thus
saw “no reason to delay the inevitable” and
granted Wal-Mart’s motion to dismiss the
class claims.
Conclusion

So far, Comcast, and Dukes for that matter,
have done little to advance courts’ willingness to grant motions to dismiss class allegations. It remains the “rare” case – as in
Ladik – in which the plaintiff’s allegations
are so obviously deficient as to support dismissal of the class claims on the pleadings.
But one should not presume that this will

always be so. Seven years after Twombly,
courts are still trying to figure out how to
apply it, but it is undeniable that courts
grant more motions to dismiss today than
they did in Twombly’s immediate aftermath.
Comcast holds similar potential. Whatever
its full meaning, Comcast, together with
Dukes, evidences an unmistakable trend in
favor of raising the bar for obtaining class
certification. As time passes, more and
more cases will likely deny class certification based on the principles set forth in
Comcast. And as that happens, it will become more difficult for plaintiffs to explain
how discovery will distinguish their class
allegations from those in cases in which
courts rejected class claims. That may well
leave a growing number of courts with “no
reason to delay the inevitable” and to dismiss class claims on the pleadings.
Andrew B. Murphy is an attorney
at Faegre Baker Daniels LLP in
Minneapolis, Minnesota. His practice
focuses on class and collective action
litigation.
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The Year in E-Discovery:
Not the Same Old Song
By Robert J. Witte

“What’s Going On?” (Introduction)

Electronic discovery jurisprudence continued its rapid evolution in 2013. Courts
have increasingly accepted advanced technologies, including predictive coding/technology assisted review. Parties and counsel
cannot assert lack of sophistication and understanding to justify e-discovery failures.
And counsel cannot shift its own responsibility to the client or an e-discovery vendor.
When working with others, follow-up is
key. Ignorance is no excuse, as to case law,
existing technologies, or client documents
and data.
Courts have focused extensively upon
procedural issues, including privilege, cooperation, search protocol, and diligence.
Parties seeking to compel additional discovery or to pursue sanctions must meet
their burden and avoid presumption. A
party’s failure to utilize available means to
reduce costs can result in significant consequences. In addition, cost-shifting and taxing of costs remain key issues. Social media continues to trigger discovery disputes
as courts differ on the appropriate breadth
of discovery (and the showing required to
access private content), and parties learn
that online activity can have significant
ramifications. Courts have bound counsel

to their promises, even when apparent that
counsel did not understand the terminology
at issue.
From the courtroom to the boardroom,
no one is immune. Sanctions vary broadly
– monetary sanctions, adverse inferences,
document and witness exclusion, dismissal
of claims or defenses, and more – but the fact
remains that parties and their counsel each
stand accountable for e-discovery compliance. Litigation holds are expected, counsel
must “show their work” at all stages of ediscovery, and litigants should proactively
address matters before the court. In the end,
courts continue to encourage (or admonish,
in certain instances) parties to plan ahead,
to meet and confer in a meaningful way, and
to cooperate whenever possible.
This article will focus on a few key issues
worthy of continued attention into 2014.
“Anticipation” (When to Institute a
Litigation Hold)

Although the word “anticipation” might
bring to mind a hit song or Heinz Ketchup
commercial for those old enough to remember them, the phrase “anticipation of litigation” once again played a significant role in
e-discovery case law this year, especially
in the context of determining when a party

is required to institute a litigation hold. It
is well settled that companies that delete
e-mail and other electronic data are best
served by doing so pursuant to written (and
consistently followed) document retention
and deletion policies. However, the question remains as to exactly when to override
such policies with a litigation hold.
In In re Pradaxa Prods. Liab. Litig.,
2013 U.S. Dist. Lexis 137235 (S.D. Ill.
Sept. 25, 2013), the court followed the
Seventh Circuit standard in stating that
such duty to preserve arises when a party
knew or should have known that litigation
was imminent, as opposed to the “reasonably foreseeable” standard utilized in some
other jurisdictions. The court further noted
that even if improper deletion occurs, a
lack of bad faith still factors significantly
into a sanctions determination. When in
doubt, parties are best served to implement a litigation hold. In SJS Distrib. Sys.
v. Sam’s East, Inc., 2013 U.S. Dist. Lexis
147549 (E.D.N.Y. Oct. 11, 2013), the court
was unconvinced that a party did not anticipate litigation at the time it failed to preserve e-mails after discovering a packaging
discrepancy in a product shipment. In that
instance, the court granted an adverse inference instruction against the party, and
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awarded opposing counsel its fees associated with the sanctions motion.
“You Can’t Always Get What You Want”
(Proportionality)

Although a rolling stone might gather no
moss, ongoing litigation has a way of accumulating significant e-discovery expenses.
In some instances, e-discovery costs alone
can exceed the amount in controversy in
the underlying lawsuit. Thus, although certain information may fall within the scope
of that “reasonably calculated to lead to the
discovery of admissible evidence,” courts
have tried to balance relevance and probative value with cost consideration in the
context of proportionality. Even in a case
involving large corporate parties. (Apple
Inc. v. Samsung Elecs. Co. Ltd., 2013 U.S.
Dist. Lexis 116493 (N.D. Cal. Aug. 14,
2013).) In this case, the court noted that
it was generally skeptical of generalized
claims of burden, but ultimately limited
production upon a showing that the ESI
was not reasonably assessable due to undue
burden or cost.
In PTSI, Inc. v. Haley, 2013 PA Super.
130, 71 A.3d 304, 2013 P.A. Super. Lexis
751, 35 L.E.R. Case (BNA) 1380 (Pa. Super. Ct. May 24, 2013), the court rejected
sanctions despite the deletion of critical
electronic records after a preservation order was issued. The court reasoned that
while the obligation to preserve electronic
data requires reasonable and good faith efforts, it is unreasonable to expect parties to
take every conceivable step to preserve all
potentially relevant data. The court’s reasoning, of course, further underscores the
need to “show your work” at every step in
the e-discovery process. Proportionality
also played a key role in a predictive coding context in In re Biomet, 2013 U.S. Dist.
Lexis 84440 (N.D. Ind. Apr. 18, 2013), in
which the court found that it would cost a
million dollars or more to test the theory
that predictive coding alone would produce
a significantly greater number of relevant
documents and refused to place such a burden on the producing party. In other words,
if you try real hard, you’ll get what you
need.

“Why Can’t We Be Friends”
(Collaboration)

Although some view litigation as a war,
courts are growing increasingly intolerant of counsel’s refusal to collaborate on
e-discovery matters. Counsel are repeatedly admonished to proactively prepare for
“meet and confer” sessions in order to have
a substantive discussion. In AMC Technology, LLC, v. Cisco Systems, Inc., 2013 U.S.
Dist. Lexis 101372 (N.D. Cal. July 15,
2013), the court refused to intervene in an
e-discovery dispute until the parties could
show that they had met and conferred in a
meaningful way. Similarly, in ProconGPS,
Inc. v. Skypatrol, LLC, No. C 11-3975,
2013 U.S. Dist. Lexis 47133 (N.D. Cal.
Apr. 1, 2013), each party sought an order
compelling the other side to comply with
discovery obligations, while claiming to
have fully complied with its own obligations. The court refused to intervene on the
basis that the parties had not conferred in
good faith regarding their outstanding production issues.
Of course, failing to cooperate can be
costly. In Ruiz-Bueno, III v. Scott, 2013
U.S. Dist. Lexis 162953 (S.D. Ohio Nov.
15, 2013), the court so despised a party’s
refusal to collaborate or share information
about their search processes, that it allowed the opposing party to conduct “discovery about discovery.” The court warned
that further noncooperation would lead to
further sanctions. In the context of working together, courts have broadly upheld
agreements amongst counsel, while showing little sympathy for counsel who refused
to enter into a clawback agreement, only
to need one following its own inadvertent
production.
“Lean on Me” (Working with
E-Discovery Vendors)

Given the constantly evolving nature of the
electronic discovery technology and case
law, most, if not all, counsel need a hand at
some point in the process. Courts have previously noted a role that e-discovery vendors can play in helping counsel fulfill their
ethical requirement of competence in this
area. In Logtale Ltd. v. IKOR, Inc., 2013

U.S. Dist. Lexis 107727 (N.D. Cal. July 31,
2013), the court became so impatient with
e-discovery failures that it threatened to appoint an e-discovery vendor to oversee production at the party’s expense. However,
the court in Peerless Indus., Inc. v. Crimson
AV, LLC, 2013 U.S. Dist. Lexis 2985 (N.D.
Ill. Jan. 8, 2013), warned that counsel can
go too far in its reliance upon e-discovery
vendors. In response to counsel that responded to complaints by deferring to the
vendor’s recommended process, the court
found that counsel’s “backseat,” “handsoff approach” was “insufficient.” The court
thus noted that while vendors often play a
crucial role in electronic discovery, parties
and counsel must remain engaged in the
process and must take responsibility for
complying with the rules.
“Right Place, Wrong Time” (Access to
Private Social Media Content)

Courts have previously made clear that
“what happens in Vegas” does not necessarily stay there. Social media postings
have proven case determinative in countless situations especially (but not exclusively) in the personal injury context. Quite
recently, when the daughter of an age discrimination plaintiff bragged about her father’s settlement on Facebook, telling his
former employer to “SUCK IT,” the court
tossed out the monetary settlement because
her post violated the confidentiality provision in the settlement agreement. However,
in many other instances, the social media
posting occurs in the “private content”
area of the website issue. Although courts
initially seemed inclined to consider such
content fair game, recent decisions have
required a requisite showing prior to allowing further discovery on such “private” online content. In Potts v. Dollar Tree Stores,
Inc., 2013 U.S. Dist. Lexis 38795, 117 Fair
Empl. Prac. Cas. (BNA) 1352 (M.D. Tenn.
March 20, 2013), the court held that parties
do not have a generalized right to rummage
at will through information a party has limited from public view. The court held that
in order to obtain access to such information, a party must make a threshold showing that the requested information is rea-
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sonably calculated to lead to the discovery
of admissible evidence. Finding a failure to
do so, the court denied access to the private
social media account at issue. Similarly, in
Keller v. National Farmers Union Property
& Cas. Co., 2013 U.S. Dist. Lexis 452 (D.
Mont. Jan. 2, 2013), the court noted that
such a threshold showing protects against
the “proverbial fishing expedition,” and
that a party that failed to satisfy this requisite threshold was not entitled to “delve
carte blanche” into the opposing party’s
social networking accounts. It is worth noting, however, that those who delete social
media content do so at their own peril. In
Gatto v. United Air Lines, Inc., 2013 U.S.
Dist. Lexis 41909 (D.N.J. Mar. 25, 2013),
the court granted an adverse inference instruction against a party who had deactivated his Facebook account despite a court
order requiring him to allow access to it.
Social media thus remains an increasingly
fertile ground for discovery, albeit one subject to some limits and privacy protection.
Robert J. Witte is a partner at
Strasburger & Price, LLP in Dallas.
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The Decline and Fall of Equitable Defenses
Under ERISA
By James P. Baker

A relatively obscure exclusion contained
in most employer-sponsored medical plans
states that injuries caused by third parties
are not a covered expense. Notwithstanding this exclusion, a group medical plan
participant’s third-party injury expenses
are typically paid on condition that he or
she repay the medical plan when any recovery for the injury is obtained. Because
the Employee Retirement Income Security
Act (ERISA) is a “comprehensive and reticulated statute,” (Great-West v. Knudson,
534 U.S. 204, 209 (2002)), enforcing a
medical plan’s reimbursement provision is
complicated.
Litigation surrounding medical plan reimbursement provisions (often called “subrogation” clauses), which are regulated by
ERISA has, no doubt, launched the careers
of a thousand lawyers. Personal injury lawyers are usually on one side of these disputes. It is no doubt fair to say they are,
in general, reluctant to share the spoils of
any third-party recovery. The resulting avalanche of lawsuits between ERISA plans
and participants (often represented by
these same personal injury lawyers) over
these third-party “spoils” has triggered a
series of U.S. Supreme Court decisions.
Until just a few years ago, ERISA lawyers

did not know whether any federal court
would enforce a medical plan’s subrogation clause. The Supreme Court eventually
ruled in Sereboff v. Mid Atlantic Medical
Servs., Inc., 547 U.S. 356 (2006), that these
group medical plan reimbursement provisions were enforceable under ERISA. On
April 16, 2013, the Supreme Court faced
yet another medical plan subrogation dispute. The question presented to the Court
in U.S. Airways, Inc. v. McCutchen, Case
No. 11-1285, ___ U.S. ___, 133 S. Ct. 1537
(2013), was: can a plan participant injured
by a third party, limit the ability of the medical plan to recover advanced medical expenses under the “common fund” or “make
whole” equitable doctrines? The common
fund doctrine provides that a party that recovers monies to which others have a claim
is entitled to recoup their fees and costs
from the recovery. The make whole doctrine is the equitable principle that unless
the parties contract otherwise, an insurer
will not receive proceeds from a claim settlement unless settlement funds exceed full
compensation for all loss.
In U.S. Airways v. McCutchen, the Supreme Court resolved a circuit split about
whether a federal court’s notions of fairness
(equitable defenses) can override an ERISA

medical plan’s reimbursement provision. In
McCutchen, the plaintiff, Mr. McCutchen,
was unhappy with the medical plan’s stingy
subrogation clause. The plan mandated that
if Mr. McCutchen recovered monies from a
third party, the plan must be reimbursed for
related claims payments made on Mr. McCutchen’s behalf. Mr. McCutchen asked the
Supreme Court to use equity to rewrite the
medical plan’s “unfair” repayment clause.
The Supreme Court took a two-part approach to resolving the issue presented.
Its first ruling was that ERISA’s written
plan document rule prevented McCutchen
from rewriting the terms of the repayment
clause. The Court then found that this same
repayment clause was hopelessly ambiguous. Using that opening, the Court stated
the equitable “make whole” doctrine could
be used to protect a significant share of Mr.
McCutchen’s recovery.
The Evolution of “Appropriate Equitable
Relief” From 1993 to the Present

ERISA has limited civil enforcement
mechanisms. A party seeking to bring a
claim under ERISA is limited to bringing a
claim for: (1) benefits under Section 502(a)
(1)(B); (2) breach of fiduciary duty under
Section 502(a)(2); or (3) equitable relief
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under Section 502(a)(3). Section 502(a)
(3) allows an ERISA plan participant, beneficiary, or fiduciary to bring a civil action
to enjoin actions which violate ERISA or
to obtain “other appropriate equitable relief.” Over the last 20 years, the Supreme
Court has issued a number of decisions
that have elaborated on what the phrase
“appropriate equitable relief” means under
ERISA §502(a)(3). Set forth below are descriptions of some of the major Supreme
Court decisions dealing with this question.
Great-West Life & Annuity Ins. v.
Knudson, 534 U.S. 204 (2002)

In Knudson, Jannette Knudson became
a quadriplegic as the result of a car accident. Her husband’s medical plan covered $411,157.11 of her medical expenses. In 1993, the Knudsons filed a lawsuit
in California state court against the car
manufacturer and others. The parties negotiated a $650,000 settlement that allocated $256,745.30 to a special needs
trust, $373,426 to attorney fees and costs,
$5,000 to reimburse the California Medicaid Program, and $13,828.70 to reimburse
Great-West’s subrogation claim under the
plan.
Great-West never cashed the $13,828.70
check. Instead, Great-West filed an action
in the Central District of California seeking injunctive and declaratory relief under
ERISA § 502(a)(3), 29 U.S.C. § 1132(a)(3).
The plan’s reimbursement provision gave
Great-West a “first lien upon any recovery,
whether by settlement, judgment or otherwise” that a beneficiary received from a
third party. Great-West sought to enforce the
plan’s subrogation provisions and require
the Knudsons to pay the plan $411,157.11
of any proceeds recovered from third parties.
Ultimately, Great-West did not prevail
in the Supreme Court. It could not recover
“restitution” in the form of money from the
Knudsons personally because this would
be tantamount to a suit for legal relief for
breach of contract. The Supreme Court explained that a plaintiff could seek restitution in equity as a constructive trust or an
equitable lien where “money or property
identified as belonging in good conscience

to the plaintiff could clearly be traced to
particular funds or property in the defendant’s possession.” The settlement funds
were not in Knudson’s possession because
they had been distributed to a special needs
trust and to her attorney. Great-West sought
to enforce its right to reimbursement by
enforcing the medical plan’s contractual
terms. The Supreme Court rejected GreatWest’s contractual reimbursement claim
because seeking money damages is not a
form of “other appropriate equitable relief”
under ERISA Section 502(a)(3).
Sereboff v. Mid Atl. Med. Servs., Inc.,
547 U.S. 356 (2006)

Prior to the Supreme Court decision in Sereboff v. Mid Atlantic Medical Services, Inc.,
547 U.S. 356 (2006), the federal courts of
appeals were in complete disagreement as
to whether a medical plan could enforce its
repayment provisions. The Sereboffs were
injured in an automobile accident. Their
medical expenses were paid by the Mid
Atlantic Plan. Later, the Sereboffs filed a
lawsuit in state court against several third
parties and eventually settled for $750,000.
Mid Atlantic sent the Sereboffs’ attorney
several letters asserting a $75,000 lien on
the anticipated proceeds from the lawsuit
with respect to the medical expenses paid
by the Mid Atlantic Plan, but the Sereboffs’
attorney never responded.
Mid Atlantic then filed suit in federal
court in Maryland asserting an equitable
lien under ERISA § 502(a)(3). Mid Atlantic sought $75,000 from the Sereboffs
for medical expenses it had paid on their
behalf. Since the Sereboffs’ attorney had
already paid out the settlement proceeds
to the Sereboffs, Mid Atlantic sought a
temporary restraining order and preliminary injunction requiring the Sereboffs to
retain and set aside at least $75,000 from
the settlement proceeds. The district court
approved the parties’ stipulation to “preserve $75,000” of the settlement funds in
an investment account until the court ruled
on the merits of the case and all appeals, if
any, were exhausted.
Both the district court and the Fourth Circuit Court of Appeals found in Mid Atlan-

tic’s favor on the merits. The Sereboffs were
ordered to pay Mid Atlantic $75,000 plus
interest, with a deduction for Mid Atlantic’s
share of the attorneys’ fees and court costs
the Sereboffs had incurred in state court.
In a numinous decision authored by Chief
Justice Roberts, the Supreme Court ruled
that enforcing a medical plan’s repayment
agreement qualifies as “equitable” relief
under ERISA. Signaling the importance
of ERISA plan language in any ERISA
analysis, the Sereboff decision begins with
the plan’s terms. For Chief Justice Roberts,
the medical plan acted properly by enforcing its repayment provision because it “followed the money.” This holding indicates
that because ERISA plans are in essence
contracts, a court can apply equitable remedies to enforce their terms. To paraphrase
the Supreme Court, an ERISA-regulated
medical plan’s contractual agreement for
repayment can be enforced through “equity” under ERISA § 502(a)(3) by filing
an action for an equitable lien or for a constructive trust.
Medical plans seeking to enforce subrogation provisions can only do so by bringing equitable claims under ERISA § 502(a)
(3). In its Sereboff decision, the Court left
an opening for future litigants to argue that
the contract-based relief Mid Atlantic requested was “equitable” but not “appropriate” under ERISA § 502(a)(3), because it
contravened equitable principles like the
“make-whole doctrine.” The Court did not
determine whether the term “appropriate”
modifies the amount of relief available to
an ERISA plan for an equitable claim of
reimbursement. The Supreme Court would
take up the meaning of the word “appropriate” seven years later in McCutchen.
US Airways, Inc. v. McCutchen, 569 U.S.
___, 133 S. Ct. 1537 (2013)

In McCutchen, the Supreme Court unanimously rejected an attempt to use equitable
defenses to circumvent the written terms
of an ERISA-regulated medical plan. The
Court explained:
The plan, in short, is at the center of ERISA.
And precluding McCutchen’s equitable de-
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fenses from overriding plain contract terms
helps it to remain there.

In January 2007, James McCutchen was
seriously injured when another driver lost
control of her car and collided with his
car. McCutchen was a participant in US
Airways self-funded medical plan. In the
wake of the accident, the plan paid medical expenses on his behalf. McCutchen
successfully sued third parties, recovering
$110,000. Despite the fact that the plan
contained a provision requiring participants
to reimburse the plan “out of any monies
recovered from a third party,” McCutchen
refused to reimburse the plan for the money
it spent on his medical expenses.
The fiduciaries for the US Airways
medical plan sued McCutchen, seeking to
enforce this reimbursement provision. At
the trial court, McCutchen argued that because the plan did not contribute any share
of the costs that he incurred to obtain his
recovery from the third parties, the plan’s
reimbursement must be reduced by 40 percent to cover the contingency fee he paid
his attorneys. The district court rejected
McCutchen’s arguments and ruled in the
plan’s favor. The Third Circuit reversed.
It instructed the district court to determine
what amount would qualify as appropriate equitable relief for McCutchen under
ERISA. It viewed the reimbursement of the
full $66,866 the medical plan had paid in
medical expenses on McCutchen’s behalf
as inequitable to McCutchen.
The Supreme Court reversed. In a 5 to 4
decision, it ruled that the written terms of
the medical plan prevail over any potential
equitable defenses such as the “common
fund” or “make whole” doctrines. The Supreme Court did not leave Mr. McCutchen

empty-handed. It ruled there was a “contractual gap” in the plan because the plan’s
reimbursement provision was silent as to
how to allocate the costs of recovery. Inasmuch as the plan said nothing about the
costs of recovery, the majority determined
that the common-fund doctrine provided
the best indication of the parties’ intent.
The common-fund doctrine would require
McCutchen’s attorneys’ fees to be paid before the medical plan was reimbursed. The
four dissenters agreed with the majority
that the written terms of the medical plan
trump any potential equitable considerations or defenses.
At the end of the day, all nine justices
of the United States Supreme Court in
McCutchen agreed that “equity cannot
override the plain terms of [an ERISA]
contract.” The Justices rejected a pair of
equitable defenses involving a subrogation
dispute arising under an ERISA-regulated
medical plan (emphasis added):
The result we reach, based on the historical
analysis our prior cases prescribe, fits lock
and key with ERISA’s focus on what a plan
provides. The section under which this suit
is brought “does not, after all, authorize ‘appropriate equitable relief’ at large,” Mertens,
508 U.S. at 253, 113 S. Ct. 2063, 124 L. Ed.
2d 161 (quoting §1132(a)(3)); rather, it countenances only such relief as will enforce “the
terms of the plan” or the statute, §1132(a)(3)
(emphasis added). That limitation reflects
ERISA’s principal function: to “protect contractually defined benefits.” Massachusetts
Mut. Life Ins. Co. v. Russell, 473 U.S. 134,
148, 105 S. Ct. 3085, 87 L. Ed. 2d 96 (1985).
The statutory scheme, we have often noted,
“is built around reliance on the face of written plan documents.” Curtiss-Wright Corp. v.

Schoonejongen, 514 U.S. 73, 83, 115 S. Ct.
1223, 131 L. Ed. 2d 94 (1995). “Every employee benefit plan shall be established and
maintained pursuant to a written instrument,” §1102(a)(1), and an administrator
must act “in accordance with the documents
and instruments governing the plan” insofar
as they accord with the statute, §1104(a)(1)
(D). The plan, in short, is at the center of
ERISA. And precluding McCutchen’s equitable defenses from overriding plain contract
terms helps it to remain there.

The rule adopted by the McCutchen decision is that the written terms of the ERISA
medical plan prevail over any potential equitable defenses. Plan sponsors who want
to avoid the potential application of the
common fund doctrine should make sure
that the plan contains express language
overriding its application.
Plan Sponsors Should Consider
Self-Help

The take-home lesson of McCutchen is that
equitable defenses cannot overcome the
clear written terms of an ERISA-regulated
plan. Group medical plan sponsors should
first, heed the Supreme Court’s instruction
in Sereboff – subrogation and/or reimbursement clauses must assert equitable claims
such as a constructive trust or an equitable
lien in order to be enforceable. Plan sponsors should also follow McCutchen’s teaching that subrogation clauses must “say
what they mean.” If the medical plan’s subrogation provision is not intended to permit
any offsets, under equity, common law or
otherwise, it should say just that.
James P. Baker is a partner at Baker
& McKenzie LLP in San Francisco.
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The Five Most Publicized Patent Issues Today
By Neil C. Jones

Not since the Court of Appeals for the Federal Circuit was created almost 32 years
ago has there been a greater focus on patent issues in the United States. When the
Federal Circuit began business on October
1, 1982, the nation’s patent laws were in a
state of disarray, with the Eighth Circuit
Court of Appeals not having upheld the
validity or infringement of a patent for
25 years and with the Fifth Circuit being
known for enforcing all patents that came
before it. Seeing the issues that existed in
the United States with respect to patent law
uniformity and after being lobbied by bigname corporations, the Carter administration conceived and the Reagan administration gave birth to a federal appellate court to
hear all patent appeals from district courts
across the country, as well as appeals from
the U.S. Patent Office’s (USPTO) board of
patent appeals.
The court immediately took charge of
the nation’s patent landscape and began upholding more patents than ever before, affirming damage awards, making it easier for
patent owners to show willful infringement,
and making it harder for accused infringers
to invalidate patents. Chief Judge Howard
Markey, the court’s first chief judge, and
Judge Giles Rich, one of the co-authors of
the 1952 patent act, took it upon themselves
to harmonize patent law and set standards

in order to rein in the vast differences that
had existed among the regional circuits.
Until recently, it was assumed in patent law
circles that the Federal Circuit generally
had the “final say” on the majority of patent
law issues. But, fast forward some 30 years
to today, and it appears now that the U.S.
Supreme Court, Congress, and President
Obama are the ones that want to have the
“final say” on many patent issues, with the
Federal Circuit taking the back seat.
Much of the movement stems from the
implementation of the America Invents Act
(AIA) in September 2011. The stated purpose of the AIA was to bring U.S. patent
law in line with patent laws in the rest of the
world. But, as will be explained later, the
AIA has resulted in an attack on issued patents more than the Eighth Circuit ever did.
The current Obama administration is also
promoting a bill related to patent trolls with
the intent to further curtail patent infringement suits. Congress appears to be close to
adopting further limits on the enforcement
of patent rights in the United States.
At the same time, the Supreme Court has
been active in granting certiorari to patent
cases. For several decades, the Supreme
Court seldom addressed patent issues and
allowed the Federal Circuit to develop its
own patent law doctrines. But times have
changed. In fact, in just the last four years,

the Supreme Court has already taken more
patent cases than in any decade since the
1960s. In the 1980s, the Supremes took 6
patent cases; in the 1990s, they took 8 cases; and in the 2000s, 9 patent cases. In the
year of 2014 alone, however, the Supreme
Court will hear at least 8 intellectual property cases, and 6 of those are patent cases.
In fact, intellectual property cases will
make up 11.4 percent of the 70 cases that
the court will hear during its current October 2013–June 2014 term.
Some say that the reason that the Supreme Court is taking so many patent
cases today is that, in recent years, different panels of the Federal Circuit have
disagreed frequently on points of law. Unlike the early Markey/Rich court, where
the Federal Circuit judges exhibited much
more harmony regarding decisions, today’s
decisions show the variance in individual
judges’ beliefs regarding some of the most
important patent law topics. And, when the
Federal Circuit sits en banc to hear a case
today, it very rarely speaks with a single
voice; instead, a number of judges issue
strongly-worded dissenting opinions.
Others, however, say that the recent rise
of patent cases pending at the Supreme
Court is linked to the uptick in new technologies, such as computer software and
biotech. Whatever the cause, there is no
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doubt that the Supreme Court is not afraid
to take cases away from the Federal Circuit
in an attempt to dictate the parameters of
today’s patent laws.
With the renewed focus by Congress, the
president, and the Supreme Court on patent
law, this article looks at today’s five most
publicized patent issues. Among those issues are three Federal Circuit cases that
will be, or that have been, argued at the
Supreme Court in the spring of 2014, new
legislation being considered by the Obama
administration to curtail patent infringement litigation, and recent legislation that
has created a clear mechanism for allowing issued patents to be attacked more frequently than ever before.
Patentability of Business Methods and
Software – Alice Corp. v. CLS

The justices recently heard a case that many
think may clarify the Supreme Court’s explanation of what makes a computer-implemented invention patentable subject matter.
When the appeal was heard by the Federal
Circuit, it did little to clarify the issue. The
district court had held that the method and
computer-readable media claims were not
patentable subject matter under 35 U.S.C.
§ 101. Sitting en banc with 10 of the 11 active judges participating, the Federal Circuit issued a two-sentence, per curiam affirmance as follows:
Upon consideration en banc, a majority of
the court affirms the district court’s holding that the asserted method and computerreadable media claims are not directed to
eligible subject matter under 35 U.S.C. §
101. An equally divided court affirms the
district court’s holding that the asserted
system claims are not directed to eligible
subject matter under that statute.

What follows that relatively simple
“opinion” is a tangled web of five separate
opinions, as well as something entitled “Additional Reflections” that was written by
Chief Judge Rader. Considering the morass
of positions set forth in the Federal Circuit’s
writings, it was a foregone conclusion that
the Supreme Court would grant certiorari. If

there ever was a “divided” court on a patent law topic, it is this one. In fact, during
oral argument at the Supreme Court, Justice
Ginsburg noted that “[t]he Federal Circuit in
this case split many ways.”
The patent community has been waiting
a long time for clear guidance as to what
subject matter is patentable in the fields
of computer-readable software, business
methods, and biotech. While the Supreme
Court has issued several decisions in the
last few years finding certain subject matters unpatentable, (Association for Molecular Pathology v. Myriad Genetics, 133 S.
Ct. 2107 (2013) (isolated DNA sequences);
Mayo v. Prometheus, 132 S. Ct. 1289 (2012)
(method of giving a drug to a patient and
measuring metabolites of that drug); and
Bilski v. Kappos, 130 S. Ct. 3218 (2010)
(hedging program to minimize risk), it has
failed to provide substantial guidance as to
what is patentable subject matter.
Most attendees at the Alice oral argument
said that the justices appeared inclined to
invalidate the patents at issue (computerized trading platform), because the patents appeared to relate to an unpatentable
abstract idea of reducing risk in financial
trading using a computer. Justice Kennedy,
for example, said that “[i]f you describe
[Alice’s invention] to a second-year college
class in engineering and said . . . here’s my
idea, now you go home and you program
over this weekend, . . . my guess is that that
would be fairly easy to program.” “But . . .
the innovative aspect is certainly not in the
creation of the program to make that work.
All you’re talking about is – if I can use the
word – an idea.”
However, many of the questions and
comments indicate that the Court may
avoid answering the question of when software inventions are patent-eligible. For
example, Justice Sotomayor asked: “Why
do we need to . . . reach software patents
at all in this case?” and “What’s the necessity for us to announce a general rule with
respect to software?” In fact, when Justice
Sotomayor asked Solicitor General Verrilli
“[d]o you think we have to reach the patentability of software to answer this case?,”
he replied “no, not necessarily.”

Whether the Supreme Court will provide
any meaningful guidance on the patentability of software and business methods in
particular or on patent-eligible subject matter in general remains to be seen.
Joint Induced/Divided Infringement –
Akamai v. Limelight

In Akamai Tech., Inc. v. Limelight Networks, Inc., 692 F.3d 1301 (Fed. Cir. 2012)
(en banc), Akamai had sued Limelight for
infringement of its patents relating to delivery of web content. However, Limelight
did not perform all the steps in Akamai’s
patent. Instead, Limelight instructed its
customers on the steps needed to modify
web content themselves. In other words,
third-party involvement was required in
order to have all the steps of the Akamai
patent completed.
Until the Federal Circuit’s decision in
Akamai, the law had been that “in order for a
party to be liable for induced infringement,
some other single entity must be liable for
direct infringement” as held in BMC Resources, Inc. v. Paymentech, L.P., 498 F.3d
1373 (Fed. Cir. 2007). Akamai had won
a $40 million verdict, but Limelight prevailed in post-trial motions and the award
was taken away. In another close en banc
ruling, a 6–5 majority of the Federal Circuit specifically overruled BMC Resources
and found that, although, “all the steps of
a claimed method must be performed in
order to find induced infringement, . . . it
is not necessary to prove that all the steps
were committed by a single entity.”
The appeal to the Supreme Court is important because the issue of “joint infringement” often arises in high tech and Internet
cases where a user or customer performs
some of the steps of the patent but a software provider provides the means and instructions for the user or customer to carry
out those steps. Obviously, most of the
large software companies, such as Google,
Oracle, Red Hat, SAP, and Cisco are disappointed with the Federal Circuit’s decision, because if it stands, such companies
stand to be held responsible for the actions
of their customers. Most observers believe
that the Supreme Court will overturn the
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Federal Circuit and reinstate the rule that
a single entity must perform all the steps
of a patent directly if someone is to be held
liable for inducement of infringement.
Claim Construction – de novo Review
or Deference – Teva Pharmaceuticals v.
Sandoz

The Supreme court has granted certiorari
in Teva Pharmaceuticals USA, Inc. v. Sandoz, Inc., 727 F.3d 1363 (Fed. Cir. 2013).
In Teva, the Supreme Court will apparently
finally address an issue that has sharply
divided the Federal Circuit for years – the
amount of deference, if any, that is to be
given to a district court’s decision regarding the meaning of patent claims. Since the
landmark Federal Circuit ruling in Markman v. Westview Instruments, Inc., 52 F.3d
967 (Fed. Cir. 1995), and its unanimous affirmance by the Supreme Court, 116 S. Ct.
1384 (1996), most courts have conducted
hearings in the middle of a patent litigation to determine what disputed terms of
a patent claim mean (some courts forego
such hearings and instruct juries as to the
meaning of patent claims after hearing the
evidence presented at trial). These hearings, called “Markman hearings” or “claim
construction interpretations,” are the single
most important event during the life of a
patent infringement lawsuit before the verdict on infringement is returned.
A majority of the Federal Circuit has
consistently ruled that the decisions of the
district court judges as to claim construction are matters of law and that the Federal
Circuit can review such decisions de novo.
Most recently, on February 21, 2014, in a
6–4 en banc ruling in Lighting Ballast Control LLC. v. Philips Electronics N.A. Corp.,
Fed. Cir. No. 2012-1014 (Feb. 21, 2014),
the Federal Circuit reaffirmed its longstanding rule that claim construction is a
question of law and that the district court’s
claim interpretations should be continued
to be reviewed de novo. Specifically, Judge
Newman, the longest-serving member of
the court, issued the opinion for the majority and said that “the court should retain plenary review of claim construction, thereby
providing national uniformity, consistency,

and finality to the meaning and scope of
patent claims.”
While often commenting on the process
that a district court judge should follow
when construing a patent, the majority has
always said that the resulting interpretations
are entitled to no deference on appeal. In
other words, the Federal Circuit panel that
hears a particular patent appeal can simply
substitute its own judgment for that of the
district court judge with respect to claim
construction. That substitution occurs frequently on appeal, with district court interpretations being rejected or modified by the
Federal Circuit in approximately half of the
cases where that issue is considered.
Certain Federal Circuit judges over the
years have said that a district court’s claim
construction should not be reviewed de
novo, but instead should be given the same
amount of deference as factual findings.
These judges argue that district judges are
best suited to construe patent claims and
that the Federal Circuit should defer to the
district courts.
Obviously, this issue has created great consternation for district court judges, whose decisions regarding claim construction (which
often ultimately drive the outcome of both
patent infringement and validity) can be undone if two out of the three Federal Circuit
judges on the hearing panel simply disagree
with the district court judge. In fact, Judge
O’Malley, who had been a well-respected
district court judge before becoming a Federal Circuit judge, authored the four-judge
dissent in Lighting Ballast, arguing that the
majority position “ignores both the realities
of claim construction and Rule 52(a)’s demands. It is time we acknowledge the limitations of our appellate function and our obligation to comply with the Federal Rules of
Civil Procedure, and give trial judges the deference their expertise and efforts deserve.”
Most court observers believe that the Supreme Court will overturn the Federal Circuit and require claim construction to be reviewed either by the standard that is applied
when reviewing factual findings or by a new
standard that reflects some middle ground
between review of legal findings and factual
findings.

Proliferation of Patent Troll Legislation –
Federal and State

In June 2013, President Obama announced
what the White House called “major steps
to improve incentives for future innovation
in high tech patents” in an attempt to “build
some additional consensus on smarter patent
laws.” The president believes that innovators
face challenges from patent assertion entities
(so called “patent trolls”) that “don’t actually produce anything themselves.” Obama
recommended seven legislative measures
that would “stop[ ] this drain on the American economy” and issued several executive
actions, including actions to increase patentownership transparency; to tighten scrutiny
on overly broad patents, particularly software
patents; to provide help to “Main Street”
businesses threatened by patent trolls; and to
step up research and outreach efforts and to
engage legal scholars to study patent litigation and reach out to various groups to both
provide help navigating the patent system
and gather public opinion on the system and
its problems. The announcement of this blueprint in June was followed Senator Leahy’s
introduction of a bill in November (The Patent Transparency and Improvements Act)
that would implement a number of reforms
specifically targeted at patent trolls to curb
their suits against end users of allegedly infringing products. A government study had
shown that roughly 19 percent of patent infringement suits today are initiated by nonpracticing entities (the less demeaning name
for patent trolls). The original bill included
provisions allowing end users of an allegedly
infringing product to stay an infringement
suit to allow the manufacturer of the product,
by agreement, to litigate the issue instead;
making materially misleading “bad faith”
demand letters an unfair trade practice and
subject to regulation by the FTC; requiring
the USPTO to provide resources and support
for small businesses targeted by patent troll
suits; requiring plaintiffs in patent infringement suits to disclose the “real” owners of
the patents; and requiring all patent holders
to disclose any transfers of an interest in a
patent to the USPTO.
Then, in January 2014, the president did
something in his State of the Union ad-
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dress that very few presidents have done –
he mentioned patent legislation. He urged
Congress to “pass a patent reform bill that
allows our businesses to stay focused on
innovation, not costly, needless litigation”
and that would stop “frivolous” lawsuits
filed by “patent trolls.”
While the bill has the support of the
president and much of Congress, it has encountered significant opposition from the
business community, including various collaborations of Fortune 500 companies. As
this article was being written, the disposition of patent troll legislation remains uncertain. It is noteworthy that states are also
getting into the patent troll prevention game,
with several attorneys general bringing suits
against patent trolls and with state legislatures enacting their own patent troll laws.
The AIA – Who Does It Favor?

The America Invents Act (AIA) that was
signed into law in September 2011, established new proceedings for challenging the
validity of issued and pending U.S. patents.
The newly established Patent Trial and Appeal Board (PTAB) would have jurisdiction
to adjudicate challenges to patents brought
as Post Grant Reviews, Inter Partes Review
(IPR), and Covered Business Methods reviews, all of which were created by the AIA.
Since 2012, more than 1,000 challenges
have been brought pursuant to these new
procedures. The USPTO had predicted that

420 IPR petitions would be filed in fiscal
2013 (October to September), but 563 were
actually filed. The USPTO has predicted
that 450 IPRs would be filed in fiscal 2014,
but only halfway through the year, 540 petitions have already been filed.
The proceedings have drastically altered
the patent landscape and have patent owners sitting up and taking notice. Some believe that the PTAB itself is posing a threat
to patent rights, as opposed to being a supporter of strong patents. In fact, it was reported that the chief judge of the Federal
Circuit recently referred to the PTAB as a
“death squad[ ]” that was intent on wiping out patents. Whatever the intent of the
PTAB, these new challenges have proven
to be more popular and more effective at
canceling patents than many, including the
USPTO, had anticipated. The reported high
success rates will only add more fuel to the
fire, resulting in even more challenges being filed.
Neil C. Jones is a partner at Nelson
Mullins Riley & Scarborough LLP
in Greenville, South Carolina. The
opinions expressed in this article
are those of the author and do not
necessarily reflect the views of Nelson
Mullins Riley & Scarborough LLP or
its clients.

ADDITIONAL RESOURCES
For other materials related to this
topic, please refer to the following.

ABA Web Store
Intellectual Property Deskbook for
the Business Lawyer, Third Edition

The Intellectual Property Deskbook
for the Business Lawyer, Third Edition, is a valuable and practical “goto” reference for general practitioners,
business lawyers, and corporate counsel who need to quickly learn and understand the intellectual property (IP)
issues that arise in various business
contexts. This Third Edition is updated and expanded to include two new
chapters; updates to existing chapters
to reflect recent changes, including
the significant changes brought by the
Leahy-Smith America Invents Act; and
contributions from 20 peer-reviewers.
The book contains 20 chapters that are
short and readable and include “Traps
for the Unwary” and practice tips from
over 50 experienced attorneys, two law
professors, and a judge. Business lawyers who confront IP issues regularly
or from time to time will benefit from
this comprehensive resource.
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Taking Discovery in the United States
for Use in Arbitration Abroad:
Open Questions Under 28 U.S.C. § 1782
By Stuart M. Riback

It is commonly assumed in the United States
that arbitration is a faster and cheaper way of
resolving disputes than full-blown litigation
in the courts. One of the reasons is that discovery in arbitration is usually more streamlined and limited than in plenary court cases.
It may or may not be true that arbitration yields a quicker resolution, but there is
a twist. Interestingly, the twist comes into
play when the arbitration is held in another
country. A federal statute, 28 U.S.C. § 1782,
permits persons involved in legal proceedings before tribunals in other countries to
seek discovery in the United States in aid of
those proceedings. If arbitration outside the
United States qualifies as a “tribunal” under Section 1782, then it may well be that
more discovery is available in the United
States for arbitrations located abroad than
for arbitrations held domestically.
But is an arbitration panel a “tribunal”
for purposes of Section 1782? That is actually an open question, for which there are
three or four possible answers. The discussion below outlines the basics of Section 1782 discovery, then surveys the case
law about whether Section 1782 discovery
is available in arbitration and, if it is, under
what circumstances.

Background: Intel v. AMD and 28 U.S.C.
§ 1782

Under 28 U.S.C. § 1782, an “interested
person” may request that a district court
authorize discovery in the United States
“for use in” foreign litigation even without
the foreign tribunal’s knowledge or
involvement. Section 1782 gained special
attention in 2004, when the United States
Supreme Court decided Intel Corp. v. Advanced Micro Devices, Inc., 542 U.S. 241,
124 S. Ct. 2466 (2004). In Intel, the Court
held that Section 1782 conferred broad
discretion on district judges to permit
foreign litigants to obtain discovery in the
United States, subject to certain statutory
and prudential guidelines.
In Intel, Advanced Micro Devices, Inc.
(AMD), had filed a complaint in Europe with
the European Commission’s DirectorateGeneral for Competition (D-G), claiming
that Intel was engaging in various kinds of
anticompetitive activity. The D-G enforces
the European antitrust laws; it investigates
and provides a recommendation to the European Commission (EC), whose decisions
as to liability are then reviewable in the European court system. In those proceedings,
complainants such as AMD have certain

rights, including the right to seek judicial review of certain decisions of the D-G. In the
Intel case, AMD suggested to the D-G that,
in the course of its investigation, the D-G
should seek certain documents produced in
litigation against Intel in the United States.
The D-G declined to do so.
AMD decided that if the D-G wouldn’t
ask for the documents, AMD would. AMD
applied for an order under Section 1782,
claiming it was an “interested person” entitled to seek discovery in the United States
in aid of the antitrust proceeding in Europe.
The district court held that Section 1782
did not authorize the discovery and denied
the application. The Ninth Circuit reversed.
The Supreme Court granted certiorari.
Before the Supreme Court were a number
of issues. First, whether a person seeking
discovery under Section 1782 could seek
only discovery that would be permitted in
the foreign jurisdiction. The circuits had
split on that issue. The Supreme Court also
addressed whether there had to be an actual legal proceeding pending before Section 1782 could be invoked (circuits had split
on this issue as well); what kinds of foreign
tribunal proceedings could be the subject
of proper Section 1782 applications; and
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whether a complainant in an administrative
proceeding could be an “interested person”
entitled to invoke Section 1782. On each of
these issues the Supreme Court came down
in favor of permitting the district court discretion to allow discovery. It held that, under
Section 1782: (1) AMD was an “interested
person” even though not a formal party litigant; (2) a D-G investigation is a “proceeding” in a “foreign or international tribunal”
for which discovery can be sought under
Section 1782, even at the investigative, predecisional stage, so long as decisional proceedings are “within reasonable contemplation;” and (3) Section 1782 does not require
that the discovery materials sought in the
United States also be discoverable in the
foreign proceeding.
The Supreme Court’s reasoning was
driven to a great extent by the statutory
language. The 1964 amendments to Section 1782 removed the requirement that
the foreign proceeding be “judicial,” which
meant that investigative or regulatory
tribunals were covered as well. The Supreme Court’s reasoning for treating an
investigative or regulatory body as a “tribunal” for purposes of Section 1782 focused
on the nature of the D-G: specifically, it accepts submissions of proof and is a “first
instance decisionmaker.” For that reason,
the Supreme Court saw no reason to exclude it from the class of “tribunals” for
which Section 1782 discovery is available.
Similarly, in rejecting the contention
that Section 1782 permits production only
of documents that would be discoverable
in the foreign forum, the Court stressed
that Congress had liberalized the statute
in 1964, so that if it meant to impose a restriction on the scope of discovery, it would
have so provided. In the Court’s view, any
concerns about public policy or fairness between litigants could be addressed by the
district courts on a case by case basis in the
exercise of their discretion.
Intel thus clarified that the statutory limits on discovery under Section 1782 are
actually quite narrow. As a result, most
of the litigation about whether to permit
discovery under Section 1782 necessarily
focuses on the discretionary factors. The

Court in Intel identified several factors to
guide the district courts’ discretion:
First, when the person from whom discovery is sought is a participant in the foreign
proceeding . . . , the need for § 1782(a) aid
generally is not as apparent as it ordinarily is when evidence is sought from a nonparticipant in the matter arising abroad. A
foreign tribunal has jurisdiction over those
appearing before it, and can itself order
them to produce evidence. . . .
Second, . . . a court presented with a
§ 1782(a) request may take into account
the nature of the foreign tribunal, the character of the proceedings underway abroad,
and the receptivity of the foreign government or the court or agency abroad to U.S.
federal-court judicial assistance. . . .
[Third,], a district court could consider
whether the § 1782(a) request conceals
an attempt to circumvent foreign proofgathering restrictions or other policies of a
foreign country or the United States.
[Fourth], unduly intrusive or burdensome
requests may be rejected or trimmed.

These factors should be applied in support
of Section 1782’s “twin aims of ‘providing
efficient assistance to participants in
international litigation and encouraging
foreign countries by example to provide
similar assistance to our courts.’” Intel, 542
U.S. at 254, quoting Advanced Micro Devices, Inc. v. Intel Corp., 292 F.3d 664, 669
(9th Cir. 2002). A court considering a Section 1782 application thus needs to consider both the statutory requirements and the
discretionary factors.
Is Section 1782 Discovery Available For
Private Arbitrations?
Statutory Prerequisites Under
Section 1782

A district court has power to order Section 1782 discovery where “(1) the person
from whom discovery is sought reside[s]
(or [is] found) in the district of the district

court to which the application is made,
(2) the discovery [is] for use in a proceeding before a foreign tribunal, and (3) the
application [is] made by a foreign or international tribunal or ‘any interested person.’” Schmitz v. Bernstein Liebhard & Lifshitz, LLP, 376 F.3d 79, 83 (2nd Cir. 2004)
(quoting In re Application of Esses, 101
F.3d 873, 875 (2d Cir. 1996)).
Each of these three elements must be
shown in a Section 1782 application. Each
raises unique issues. For current purposes,
though, the focus is on the second factor:
is an arbitration panel in a foreign country
ever a “tribunal” for which discovery can
be sought under Section 1782? If an arbitration panel can be a “tribunal” under Section 1782, what characteristics must it have?
Intel established that Section 1782 permits discovery in the United States not only
in connection with court cases but also in
connection with regulatory and administrative proceedings. Before Intel, the Second
and Fifth Circuits held that Section 1782 did
not permit discovery in aid of proceedings
in a privately sponsored arbitral tribunal,
because Section 1782 was designed to aid
only governmentally sponsored tribunals,
irrespective of whether they were courts,
agencies, government-sponsored arbitration
forums, or arbitral forums created by intergovernmental agreement. National Broadcasting Co., Inc. v. Bear Stearns & Co.,
Inc., 165 F.3d 184 (2d Cir. 1999); Republic
of Kazakhstan v. Biederman Int’l, 168 F.3d
880 (5th Cir. 1999). Intel, however, cited
with approval Professor Smit’s statement
that “[t]he term ‘tribunal’ . . . includes . . .
administrative and arbitral tribunals. . . .”
Intel, 542 U.S. at 257, quoting Smit, International Litigation under the United States
Code, 65 Colum. L.Rev. 1015, 1026–1027
& nn. 71, 73 (1965) (emphasis added). Does
this reference to “arbitral tribunals” include
privately-created arbitration panels?
Four Ways to Think About “Tribunals”

The current state of the law is quite unsettled. There are at least four different schools
of thought about which kinds of arbitration
panels can be considered “tribunals” under
Section 1782. The law at the courts of ap-
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peals level is especially uncertain. In fact,
one court – the Eleventh Circuit – actually
issued an opinion on the issue and then retracted it sua sponte. So this issue seems
certain to be the focus of attention over the
next few years.
1. Some courts say Intel didn’t change
anything.
As noted, the Second and Fifth Circuits
had held, five years before Intel, that private arbitration panels were not “tribunals”
for which Section 1782 discovery is potentially available. These courts reasoned
that permitting Section 1782 discovery
in private arbitrations would lead to the
anomalous situation where arbitrations
abroad could have broader discovery than
domestic arbitrations governed by the Federal Arbitration Act. They further observed
that permitting Section 1782 discovery in
purely private arbitrations could undermine
the utility of arbitration as a quick, efficient method of resolving disputes. In these
courts’ view, Section 1782 discovery could
be authorized for arbitrations only if the arbitrations were under government auspices,
required by treaty or otherwise taking place
under governmental authority.
In 2009, the Fifth Circuit considered
whether Intel dictated a different result and,
in an unpublished opinion, concluded that
it did not. El Paso Corp. v. La Comision
Ejecutiva Hidroelectrica del Rio Lempa,
341 Fed. Appx. 31, 2009 WL 2407189 (5th
Cir. Aug. 6, 2009). A number of other cases
continue to follow this line of reasoning. In
the view of these courts, Intel did not purport to define which arbitral panels are covered, so there is no reason to depart from
the earlier rule. At the very least, however,
there is no dispute that governmentally
sanctioned arbitral panels are “tribunals”
for purposes of Section 1782.
2. Some courts say Intel authorizes Section 1782 discovery in private arbitrations.
A number of courts have read the statute
broadly, and held that Section 1782 permits
assistance even to purely private arbitra-

tions created by contract or other private
agreement. These cases rely on the approving reference to “arbitral forums” in
Intel. Under this reasoning, courts have approved Section 1782 discovery for use in
proceedings before such private bodies as
the International Chamber of Commerce,
the Austrian Economic Chamber, and even
panels created purely by contract. The general theory of these cases is that, under Intel, any “first instance decisionmaker” is a
“tribunal.”
The Seventh Circuit made an almost offhand observation in a recent case that a private arbitration panel in Germany “might
be considered to be [a § 1782] tribunal.”
GEA Group, AG v. Flex-N-Gate Corp., 740
F.3d 411, 419 (7th Cir. 2014). But this was
mere dictum in a case decided on other
grounds, so it is impossible to say conclusively that the Seventh Circuit follows this
school of thought.
3. “Functional analysis.”
A third group of cases requires a “functional analysis” that looks at each arbitral
panel on a case by case basis to see whether
it functions as the sort of tribunal that Intel endorsed. Judicial supervision is considered crucial here: even if the panel was
created solely by contract, the arbitration
may be a tribunal if its decisions can be appealed to the courts.
This approach was pioneered by district
courts in Florida in 2009 and 2010. In 2012,
the Eleventh Circuit in Consorcio Ecuatoriano de Telecommunicaciones v. JAS
Forwarding, Inc., 685 F.3d 987 (11th Cir.
2012), endorsed a very similar approach
under which a private arbitration tribunal could qualify as a “tribunal” for Section 1782 purposes based on four factors:
Consistent with this functional approach,
we examine the characteristics of the arbitral body at issue, in particular [1] whether
the arbitral panel acts as a first-instance
adjudicative decisionmaker, [2] whether
it permits the gathering and submission of
evidence, [3] whether it has the authority
to determine liability and impose penalties,

and [4] whether its decision is subject to
judicial review.

Interestingly, the Eleventh Circuit’s
opinion did not require that the available
judicial review be plenary or even meet
any particular judicial-type standard such
as “clearly erroneous,” “abuse of discretion,” or the like. Rather, it was enough that
the judicial review be similar to the review
courts in the United States perform under
the Federal Arbitration Act. Under this
view, presumably most private arbitrations
in developed countries would qualify – so
there may not be much difference between
this view and the view of the courts that
permit Section 1782 discovery for private
arbitrations generally.
The story does not end there, though.
On January 10, 2014, the Eleventh Circuit
sua sponte vacated its earlier opinion in
Consorcio Ecuatoriano and substituted a
new one, ___ F.3d ___, 2014 WL 104132
(11th Cir. Jan 10, 2014). The new opinion
declined to address the question whether
Section 1782 discovery was available for
the arbitration. The reason: in that case,
the applicant sought discovery under Section 1782 both for contemplated judicial
proceedings and for an arbitration. Because
the contemplated court proceedings were
unquestionably to be in a “tribunal,” the
Eleventh Circuit approved the discovery
for that reason. There was thus no need to
consider whether a private arbitration also
was a Section 1782 “tribunal.”
Even though it was withdrawn, the Consorcio Ecuatoriano opinion does set forth a
sensible post-Intel approach to evaluating
whether to permit Section 1782 discovery
in private arbitrations. The district court
opinions that follow a similar approach
still stand, of course. Presumably it is only
a matter of time until the issue will be addressed again at the court of appeals level.
4. The most minor of minority views.
A fourth position was enunciated in 1994
by a case in the Southern District of New
York, which held that Section 1782 requests could be made in support of private
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arbitration overseas, but only with the approval of the arbitrators. In re Technostroyexport, 853 F. Supp. 695 (S.D.N.Y. 1994).
This was also the opinion of Professor
Hans Smit, who drafted the most recent
version of Section 1782. But no subsequent
case has adopted this view, and it is probably no longer tenable after Intel.
Strategic Considerations

Because of the very unsettled state of the
law, a party that wants to take discovery
in the United States for use in an arbitration abroad needs to think carefully about
how best to achieve its objectives. As in any
other case before a foreign decisionmaker,
the would-be taker of discovery should
consider whether the panel will appreciate or resent that the party went to other
forums to get evidence, no matter what
the evidence is. Sometimes the gains from

having additional information may not be
worth alienating the decisionmaker. Obviously, the advice of counsel in the foreign
jurisdiction will be invaluable in making
this evaluation.
Because of the wide split of authority
among the various courts, the choice of
where to make the application can be critical. Sometimes there will be no choice in
the matter, because the subject of the Section 1782 discovery can be found in only
one or two districts. But that will not always be the case. Until the law is harmonized, counsel should try to select the most
hospitable forum for the client’s needs.
The application for Section 1782 discovery
should stress the availability and scope of
judicial review in the foreign jurisdiction.
A number of courts that have considered
the issue have shown a marked willingness
to permit Section 1782 discovery for use in

private arbitration so long as the arbitration
is subject to some form of judicial review.
If the private arbitration abroad can be reviewed by a court, it is useful to inform the
Section 1782 court of that.
Finally, be sure to tailor the discovery request to the facts of the overseas proceeding. The narrower the request is, the less
likely it can be successfully challenged.
Because Section 1782 discovery is largely
discretionary, it definitely pays to keep
things reasonable so that the district court
does not suspect overreaching.
Stuart M. Riback is a partner in the
New York law firm Wilk Auslander
LLP. His practice focuses on
corporate and commercial litigation,
with an emphasis on securities,
intellectual property, and creditors’
rights disputes.
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It’s Not Simply a Matter of Opinion:
Pleading Standards Under Section 11 for
Untrue or Misleading Opinions
By Samuel L. Moultrie

Can an opinion be “untrue” or “misleading” if the party offering the opinion believes it to be true at the time the opinion
was offered? To some, it would seem intuitive that an opinion is “true” (however that
term is defined), or maybe more properly
put, “not false or misleading,” if that opinion embodies what the speaker actually
believed at the time he or she spoke. The
Sixth Circuit, however, would disagree. At
least in the context of a securities class action case brought under Section 11 of the
Securities Act of 1933 (the Act).
On March 3, 2014, the United States
Supreme Court granted certiorari in Omnicare, Inc. v. Laborers District Council Construction Industry Pension Fund, 719 F.3d
498, 505 (6th Cir. 2013), to address a circuit split concerning the pleading standards
applicable to claims under Section 11 of
the Act for untrue or misleading statement
of opinion. In Omnicare, the Sixth Circuit
held that plaintiffs did not need to prove
that defendants knew their opinion was
false in an action brought under Section 11.
The decision has been very controversial
and “drew the ire of the securities defense
bar.” Brian Mahoney, Securities Defense

Bar Has High Hopes Riding On Omnicare,
Law360, Washington, (March 03, 2014,
8:09 PM ET), available at www.Law360.
com). Prior to Omnicare, the Second Circuit in Fait v. Regions Financial Corp.,
655 F.3d 105, 110 (2d Cir. 2011), and the
Ninth Circuit in Rubke v. Capitol Bancorp
Ltd., 551 F.3d 1156, 1162 (9th Cir. 2009),
held that in order to hold a defendant liable
under Section 11 for untrue or misleading
statements of opinion a plaintiff must plead
facts showing: (1) that the opinion itself
was objectively wrong, commonly referred
to as “objective falsity;” and (2) that the
speaker did not hold or otherwise believe
the opinion expressed, otherwise known
as “subjective falsity.” In reaching that
conclusion, the courts in Fait and Rubke
relied on the Supreme Court’s holding in
Virginia Bankshares, Inc. v. Sandberg, 501
U.S. 1083 (1991), for the proposition that
in order for liability to attach to certain
opinions under federal securities laws, a
party must prove both that the statement
was objectively false or misleading and that
the speaker did not believe the statement at
the time it was made. Some commenters,
legal scholars, lawyers, and judges tend to

agree with the Second and Ninth Circuits
that under Virginia Bankshares statements
of opinion are only actionable if the plaintiff can prove “objective falsity” and “subjective falsity.” Likewise, it seems that they
would apply this principal generally to all
actions for untrue or misleading statements
of opinion under federal securities laws. As
the Sixth Circuit noted, however, different
provisions of the federal securities laws
have different purposes and protections,
different requirements, and, accordingly,
are applied differently in different contexts.
Virginia Bankshares v. Sandberg

The most important thing to understand
about Virginia Bankshares – for the purposes of analysis under Section 11 – is not
what the opinion actually says; rather, it is
what the opinion does not say. Most commenters seem to believe that Virginia Bankshares purports to stand for the proposition
that statements of opinion are only actionable if a plaintiff can prove both “objective falsity” and “subjective falsity.” They
argue that this analysis is self-evident. In
fact, according to most commenters, it is
so self-evident, that the Court purportedly
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assumed that an opinion was not untrue
unless the speaker did not hold the belief
stated. Va. Bankshares, 501 U.S. at 1095–
96. However, that is not necessarily what
the Court said. The questions before the
Court were: (1) whether an opinion can be
a “material fact” actionable under Section
14(a) and Rule 14(a)-9, and (2) whether
statements of opinion are actionable even
if they are not objectively misleading. The
Court held that a statement of opinion can
be a material fact and that “disbelief or undisclosed motivation, standing alone, [is]
insufficient to satisfy the element of fact
that must be established under § 14(a).”
Thus, in order for a statement of opinion to
be a material fact that is actionable it must
be objectively misleading. Never did the
Court state, inversely, that an objectively
misleading statement, standing alone, is insufficient to establish liability. Nor did the
Court hold that a statement of opinion must
be subjectively disbelieved and objectively
misleading or that for an opinion to be untrue or misleading it must be disbelieved.
(Importantly, the Court assumed from the
jury verdict “that the directors’ statements
of belief and opinion were made with
knowledge that the directors did not hold
the belief or opinions expressed.”) So how
do these principles apply in the context of
securities class actions brought under Section 11? In order to answer that question, it
is important to understand the purpose of
Section 11.
Section 11: It’s Purposes and
Protections

The basic purpose of Section 11 is to protect investors. It provides an express private
right of action (15 U.S.C. §§ 77a-77aa) to
investors that purchased securities in connection with a registration statement that
“contained an untrue statement of a material fact or omitted to state a material fact
required to be stated therein or necessary
to make the statements therein not misleading.” 15 U.S.C. § 77k(a). A registration
statement is meant to provide prospective
purchasers with the information needed
to make an informed investment decision
based on truthful and adequate disclosure

of material information regarding the issuer, its associated persons, and the offering. Potential liability under Section 11
extends to include each person that signed
the registration statement, every director
or partner of the issuer at the time of the
filing, every underwriter, and every accountant who consented to being named as
having prepared or certified any part of the
registration statement. An investor bringing
a claim under Section 11 is not required to
prove reliance or that an issuer is at fault
for any untrue statements in the registration
statement to prevail on that claim. Instead,
an issuer is strictly liable for any untrue
statement of material fact or omission that
made the statements in the registration
statement misleading. Once a prima facie
case has been pleaded, the burden shifts
to certain defendants to prove an affirmative defense such as due diligence or loss
causation.
Some have condensed Section 11 and
Section 10(b) and Rule 10b-5, promulgated thereunder by the SEC, into one for
the purpose of analysis. The two, however,
are distinct and serve different purposes.
The provisions in Section 11, as opposed
to Section 10(b) or Rule 10b-5, “involve
distinct causes of action and were intended
to address different types of wrongdoing.”
Herman & MacLean v. Huddleston, 459
U.S. 375, 381 (1983). For instance, Section
11 applies only in the limited context of
a registered offering and allows only purchasers of registered security to sue certain
enumerated parties. As stated in Herman,
Section 11 “was designed to assure compliance with the disclosure provisions of
the Act by imposing a stringent standard
of liability.” Thus, a plaintiff “need only
show a material misstatement or omission
to establish his prima facie case. Liability
against the issue of a security is virtually
absolute, even for innocent misstatements.”
Section 11 is meant to provide a “relatively
minimal burden on plaintiff.” The reason
the burden is “minimal” on a plaintiff, in
contrast to Section 10(b), is because Section 11 defendants have a number of procedural protections in place. For instance, a
Section 11 action may only “be brought by

a purchaser of a registered security, must
be based on misstatements or omissions in
a registration statement, and can only be
brought against certain parties.” A plaintiff
may be required to post a bond for costs
and the applicable statute of limitations is
only one year from the date of the security
was purchased. Moreover, the measure of
damages is much more stringent
In contrast, Section 10(b) has a much
broader reach. In Huddleston, 459 U.S.
at 382 (citing Chiarella v. United States,
445 U.S. 222, 234–35 (1980)), the U.S.
Supreme Court stated that Section 10(b)
is meant to be a “catchall” provision and,
as such, encompasses an extensive range of
practices in connection with a “purchaser
or seller of ‘any security’ against ‘any person’ who has used ‘any manipulative or
deceptive device or contrivance’ in connection with the purchase or sale of a security.” (emphasis in original). Importantly,
and because of the broad scope of 10(b), a
plaintiff bears a much heavier burden at the
pleading stage. A plaintiff must plead and
ultimately prove, in addition to other requirements, certain elements including: (1)
materiality, (2) scienter (by showing actual
knowledge or some form of recklessness),
(3) reliance, and (4) causation in order to
recover damages.
Liabilities: The Pleading Requirements

So, what does all this mean? Three points.
First, Section 11 only requires that a registration statement contain “an untrue statement of a material fact or omitted to state
a material fact required to be stated therein
or necessary to make the statements therein
not misleading.” As noted above, a registration statement may be misleading whether
the speaker believed the opinion or not.
This is especially true in the context of a
statement of opinion challenged under Section 11. As Virginia Bankshares teaches us,
an actionable opinion is one based on provable facts outside the control of the speaker.
Therefore, a statement of opinion can be an
untrue or misleading material fact within
the meaning of Section 11 whether the
speaker believed the opinion or not, and if
such statement is in the registration state-
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ment, it is subject to Section 11’s strict liability standards.
Second, the Court has recognized that
certain statements of opinion (or terms in
a commercial context) “are reasonably understood to rest on a factual basis that justifies them as accurate, the absence of which
renders them misleading.” Virginia Bankshares, 501 U.S. at 1093 (emphasis added).
Thus, certain opinions without a reasonable
factual basis may be misleading. Whether
the speaker believes the statement to be true
or not is not the proper focus. But, that does
not mean that all opinions are misleading;
instead, only those opinions which in a
commercial context are based on provable
facts outside the speaker’s control may be
misleading. The opinions at issue in Omnicare, that the companies’ contracts were
“legally and economically valid arrangements” are the type of opinions are that are
“reasonably understood to rest on a factual
basis.” See Indiana State District Council
of Laborers v. Omnicare, 719 F.3d 498, 501
(6th Cir. 2013). Only certain opinions that
are based on provable facts are actionable
and, accordingly, may be actionable regardless of what the speaker actually thought at
the time he or she spoke. There is no need
to plead subjective falsity.
Finally, securities laws should be read in
light of their remedial purpose. This principle is especially true when considering the
purpose of Section 11, namely, to provide
greater protection to purchasers of registered securities. Focusing on the speaker’s
state of mind misses the whole point of
Section 11. The focus, instead, should be
on the investor.
For example, suppose there are two directors, Director A and Director B, and
that the company’s registration statement
includes an opinion that the company’s
dealings with another company are “legally
and economically valid arrangements.”
Omnicare, 719 F.3d at 501. At the time the
opinions were provided, Director A knows
that the dealings with another company are
not legal or valid. In contrast, Director B
believes the statements to be true. Suppose
it turns out that the company’s dealings are
not legally or economically valid. Assum-

ing that the opinions are the type that are
grounded in provable facts that are outside
the control of the speaker, the issue of objective falsity is undisputed. Now turn to the
issue of the speakers’ intent. Under the proposed rule that requires plaintiff to prove
“subjective falsity” and “objective falsity,”
liability would attach to the statement made
by Director A because he or she knew that
the statement was false at the time it was
made. On the other hand, liability would
not attach to the statement made by Director B because he or she believed the statement to be true at the time it was made. In
this case, the purchaser of the security read
the exact same statement from both directors. Yet, only one of the statements would
be misleading. How does that make sense?
How is it that the unknown state of mind
of one speaker causes a statement to be
misleading to an investor, yet the unknown
state of mind of another speaker causes the
same exact statement to not be misleading
to the same investor? Furthermore, how
does it comply with Section 11’s strict liability requirements? The principle of this
example is to show that an opinion, based
on provable facts outside the speaker’s control, can be untrue and misleading to an investor regardless of the speaker’s state of
mind. Accordingly, liability under Section
11 should attach without a plaintiff pleading “subjective falsity.”
Subjective Falsity: What Does It Mean?

What does requiring plaintiff to plead subjective falsity do to plaintiff’s claim? It has
the effect of turning a strict liability case
into one requiring plaintiff to show actual
knowledge that the opinions were untrue
or disbelieved. The Sixth Circuit stated that
imposing on plaintiff the requirement that
it plead facts showing that a statement was
subjectively false has the effect of requiring
a plaintiff to plead the equivalent of scienter.
The Sixth Circuit, however, did not go into
any greater detail. But, it does seem that the
subjective falsity requirement is similar to
the actual knowledge state-of-mind requirement in the safe harbor provision of Section
21E of the Act for forward-looking statements. Under Section 21E, a plaintiff must

allege that forward-looking statements were
made with actual knowledge that they were
false. This standard is arguably tougher to
plead than pleading scienter under Rule 10b5. That is because plaintiffs must plead facts
showing that the defendants knew that the
statements of opinion were untrue or disbelieved, as opposed to merely showing recklessness as nearly every appellate court has
required under 10b-5, before having access
to company documents, internal records, or
a chance to depose any defendants.
Importantly, however, state-of-mind requirements are not relevant under Section 11.
Recklessness or scienter, actual knowledge
or subjective falsity are all in direct contrast
to Section 11’s strict liability provisions.
As noted above, an important characteristic
of Section 11 is strict liability imposed on
the issuer, even for innocent misstatements.
Accordingly, once a statement of opinion is
determined to be objectively untrue or misleading, plaintiffs should not be required to
plead subjective falsity. Any analysis with
regard to the speaker’s state of mind is not
relevant to impose liability, and therefore,
does not need to be pleaded.
Some argue that this will cause a “chilling effect” on communications between
directors and investors. That may be the
case. But, the chilling effect will likely
be very limited. First, Section 11 does not
prevent directors from providing opinions
in a registration statement or in any other
context. It simply provides that if an opinion is provided it should be not be misleading. The law says what it says. Issuers have
been strictly liable under Section 11 since
its adoption in 1933. At that time, Congress
decided the responsibility to the public required stricter liability. See H.R. Rep. No.
85, 73d Cong., 1st Sess., 9 (1933) (Section
11 creates “correspondingly heavier legal
liability” in line with responsibility to the
public). Any chilling effect on statements
made in a registration is a small price to
pay for assuring that all statements contained in a registration statement are true
and not misleading.
Second, a registration statement requires
certain disclosures to be made which the law
presumes are sufficient to protect investors
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purchasing securities in connection with
a registration statement. To the extent that
directors or others choose to disclose additional information in a registration statement
they do so at their own peril. This standard
does not change any rules or requirements
outside of the specific context Section 11
applies to. Outside of statements in a registration statement the legal requirements or
lack thereof to successfully plead securities
fraud will not change. Thus, the “chilling
effect” will be extremely limited in nature.
For example, in the hypothetical above,
if Director B made the same statement on

a television program, as opposed to in the
registration statement, Director B would not
be liable under Section 11. That is because
the registration statement does not “contain”
the untrue or misleading statement. In that
context, if plaintiff brought a securities fraud
action, it would likely be under Rule 10b-5,
and thus plaintiff would be required to plead
scienter, and if Director B truly believed the
opinion at the time it was made he or she
would not be liable for securities fraud under Rule 10b-5.
Hopefully, the Supreme Court will recognize that the text of Section 11 along

with the Court’s own precedent show
plaintiffs do not need to plead “subjective
falsity” in Section 11 claims to survive a
motion to dismiss
Samuel L. Moultrie practices at
O’Kelly Ernst & Bielli, LLC, in
Wilmington, Delaware. The opinions
expressed in this article are those of
the author and do not necessarily
reflect the views of O’Kelly Ernst &
Bielli, LLC, or its clients.
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Daimler AG v. Bauman, et al., 134 S. Ct. 746 (2014)
By Elizabeth M. Weldon and Marjorie A. Witter
On January 14, 2014, the U.S. Supreme
Court issued its opinion in Daimler AG v.
Bauman, et al., No. 11-965, 134 S. Ct. 746
(2014). Daimler addressed the question of
whether the Due Process Clause of the 14th
Amendment precluded the district court
from exercising jurisdiction over the defendant, given the absence of any California
connection to the parties and events described in the complaint. Plaintiffs invoked
only the court’s general or all-purpose jurisdiction. California, they urged, is a place
where the foreign defendant may be sued
on any and all claims against it, wherever
in the world the claims may arise. The Supreme Court disagreed, holding that a court
may not exercise jurisdiction over a foreign
corporation for conduct that took place entirely outside of the United States, unless
the corporation’s affiliations with the state
in which the suit is brought are so constant
and pervasive as to render it essentially at
home in the forum state.
Background

Twenty-two Argentinian residents filed a
complaint in the Northern District of California against DaimlerChrysler Aktiengesellschaft (Daimler), a German company
that manufactures Mercedes-Benz vehicles
in Germany. The complaint alleged that
during Argentina’s 1976–1983 “Dirty War,”
Daimler’s Argentinian subsidiary collaborated with state security forces to kidnap,
detain, torture, and kill certain MercedesBenz Argentina workers, among them the

plaintiffs or persons closely related to the
plaintiffs. Jurisdiction over the lawsuit was
predicated on the California contacts of a
Daimler subsidiary in the United States that
distributes automobiles in California.
Daimler moved to dismiss the action for
want of personal jurisdiction. The plaintiffs argued that under the court’s general
or all-purpose jurisdiction, California was
a place where Daimler may be sued on any
and all claims against it, wherever in the
world the claims might arise. The plaintiffs
further argued that jurisdiction over Daimler could be founded on California contacts
made by Mercedes-Benz USA (MBUSA),
the Daimler subsidiary that distributes automobiles in California. Plaintiffs asserted
MBUSA should be treated as Daimler’s
agent for jurisdictional purposes. The district court granted Daimler’s motion to dismiss; the court declined to attribute MBUSA’s California contacts to Daimler on an
agency theory, concluding that the plaintiff
failed to demonstrate that MBUSA acted as
Daimler’s agent.
The Ninth Circuit affirmed, reasoning
that plaintiffs had not shown the existence
of an agency relationship of the kind that
might warrant attributing MBUSA’s contacts to Daimler. The plaintiffs petitioned
for rehearing; the panel then withdrew its
initial opinion and instead ruled that the
agency test was satisfied and considerations of “reasonableness” did not bar the
exercise of jurisdiction. Daimler petitioned
for certiorari.

The Supreme Court’s Decision

The Supreme Court granted certiorari and
held that exercises of personal jurisdiction, like the one asserted in this case, are
barred by due process constraints on the
assertion of adjudicatory authority. The
Court distinguished between general or
all-purpose jurisdiction, and specific or
conduct-linked jurisdiction. Only general
jurisdiction was at issue in this case. The
Court previously held in Goodyear Dunlop
Tires Operations, S.A. v. Brown, ___ U.S.
___, 131 S. Ct. 2846 (2011), that a court
may assert jurisdiction over a foreign corporation “to hear any and all claims against
[it]” only when the corporation’s affiliations with the state in which suit is brought
are so constant and pervasive “as to render
[it] essentially at home in the forum State.”
Examples of such affiliations include the
corporation’s place of incorporation and
principal place of business. The Court noted that the place of incorporation and principal place of business offer predictability,
as each is only a single locale, and thus is
easily ascertainable.
The Daimler Court clarified Goodyear,
however, noting that Goodyear did not hold
that a corporation may be subject to general jurisdiction only in a forum where it
is incorporated or has its principal place of
business. Instead, Goodyear included those
places as examples of all-purpose forums.
Nonetheless, the Court rejected plaintiffs’
argument that general jurisdiction should
be found in all states where a corporation
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engages in substantial, continuous, and
systematic business. Instead, general jurisdiction is found only where a corporation’s
affiliations with the state are so continuous
and systematic as to render it essentially at
home in the forum state.
Applying Goodyear, the Court concluded that Daimler is not “at home” in California, and cannot be sued there for injuries
the plaintiffs attributed to Mercedes-Benz
Argentina’s conduct in Argentina. Neither
Daimler nor MBUSA is incorporated in
California, nor does either entity have its
principal place of business there. As the
Court noted, “[i]f Daimler’s California
activities sufficed to allow adjudication of
this Argentina-rooted case in California,
the same global reach would presumably
be available in every other state in which
MBUSA’s sales are sizable. Such exorbitant exercises of all-purpose jurisdiction
would scarcely permit out-of-state defendants “to structure their primary conduct
with some minimum assurance as to where
that conduct will and will not render them
liable to suit.”
The Court further rejected the Ninth Circuit’s reliance on an agency theory. The

Ninth Circuit’s agency analysis derived
from circuit precedent considering principally whether the subsidiary performs services that are sufficiently important to the
foreign corporation that if it did not have
a representative to perform them, the corporation’s own officials would undertake to
perform substantially similar services. The
Ninth Circuit thus reasoned that MBUSA’s
services were “important” to Daimler, as
gauged by Daimler’s hypothetical readiness
to perform those services itself if MBUSA
did not exist. The Supreme Court criticized
this approach, nothing that this inquiry
“stacks the deck,” for it will always yield
a pro-jurisdiction answer: anything a corporation does through an independent contractor, subsidiary, or distributor is presumably something that the corporation would
do by other means if the independent contractor, subsidiary, or distributor did not exist. Thus, the Ninth Circuit’s rationale was
inconsistent with Goodyear. The Supreme
Court left open, however, whether other exercises of agency theory can form a basis
for general jurisdiction. Specifically, the
Court noted, but did not opine on whether a
subsidiary’s contacts can be imputed to its

parent when the former is so dominated by
the latter as to be its alter ego.
Impact

This case should provide some assurance to
large corporate entities that a lawsuit based
on entirely foreign activities will not be
permitted in a state other than the corporation’s principal place of business or place
of incorporation, or other state where the
corporation is “at home.” Attorneys should
look to the district and circuit courts for
guidance on where, in addition to an entity’s place of incorporation and principal
place of business, an entity will be amenable to general jurisdiction.
This decision leaves open important
questions, including whether agency theory, in general, is a proper means to general
jurisdiction, and whether general jurisdiction may be found where a subsidiary is a
parent’s alter ego.
Elizabeth M. Weldon is a partner at
Snell & Wilmer L.L.P. in Costa Mesa,
California. Marjorie A. Witter is an
associate at the firm’s Los Angeles
office.
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Medtronic, Inc. v. Mirowski Family Ventures, LLC, 134 S. Ct. 843 (2014)
By Brian G. Arnold, Mary-Christine (“M.C.”) Sungaila, and Marjorie A. Witter
On January 22, 2014, the U.S. Supreme
Court issued its decision in Medtronic,
Inc. v. Mirowski Family Ventures, LLC,
No. 12-118, 134 S. Ct. 843 (2014). In the
unanimous decision, the Court held that the
patent holder bears the burden of proving
infringement, even when a licensee seeks
a declaratory judgment that it does not infringe the licensor’s patents.
Background

Medtronic, Inc., (Medtronic) designs,
makes, and sells medical devices. Mirowski Family Ventures, LLC, (Mirowski) owns
patents relating to implantable heart stimulators. In 1991, Medtronic and Mirowski entered into a license agreement that
permitted Medtronic to practice certain
Mirowski patents in exchange for royalty
payments. The agreement further provided
for a procedure by which infringement
claims would be resolved. If Medtronic
launched a new product, Mirowski could
notify Medtronic that the new product infringed its patents. Medtronic then could
simply begin paying royalties on the new
product, or seek to challenge the assertion of infringement through a declaratory
judgment action. The agreement, however,
prevented Mirowski from asserting patent
infringement claims against Medtronic,
unless Mirowski terminated the license.
In 2007, Mirowski notified Medtronic of
its belief that several of Medtronic’s new
products infringed the licensed patents.
Medtronic brought a declaratory judgment

action, asserting that its products did not
infringe Mirowski’s patents and that the
patents were invalid.
The district court held that Mirowski, the
patentee, bore the burden of proving infringement, even though Mirowski was the
defendant in the action. After a bench trial,
the court found that Mirowski had not established that the new Medtronic products
infringed the patents.
On appeal, the Federal Circuit disagreed.
It held that Medtronic bore the burden of
proving that its new products did not infringe Mirowski’s patents. The court acknowledged that normally Mirowski, the
patent holder, would bear the burden of
proving infringement. The court further
recognized that the burden normally will
not shift, even where a patent holder like
Mirowski asserts infringement as a counterclaim in a declaratory judgment action.
Nonetheless, the Federal Circuit held that
a different rule applies where (1) the patent holder is a declaratory judgment defendant, and (2) the defendant patent holder
is foreclosed from asserting an infringement counterclaim by the continued existence of a license. In those circumstances,
the accused infringer – the party seeking a
declaratory judgment of noninfringement –
bears the burden of proof.
Supreme Court’s Analysis

The Supreme Court disagreed with the
Federal Circuit, holding that the patent
holder bears the burden of persuasion,

just as it would if the patent holder had
brought the infringement suit. The Court
found that it was well established that the
burden of proving infringement generally
rests upon the patentee. The Court further
noted that it had long considered the Declaratory Judgment Act to leave substantive
rights unchanged. The burden of proving
infringement is a substantive right. Thus,
taken together, these principles supported
the conclusion that the burden of proving
infringement should remain with the patent
holder.
Several practical considerations brought
the Court to the same conclusion. To rule
otherwise, the Court determined, would
risk post-litigation uncertainty about the
scope of the patent. The Court also noted
that shifting the burden to the accused infringer would create unnecessary complexity by making it difficult to understand the
basis for the patent holder’s infringement
claim. According to the Court, a patent
holder is in a better position than an alleged
infringer to know, and to be able to specify,
just where, how and why an accused product infringes the claims.
Impact

The Supreme Court’s ruling will likely embolden licensees to challenge their licensed
patents, and will likely make it more difficult to guarantee license-based revenue
streams. Existing licensees might attempt
to renegotiate agreements and receive more
favorable terms under the threat of a declar-
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atory judgment action. In all likelihood, the
ruling will increase the number of declaratory judgment actions attempting to repudiate licenses.
Patent holders should continue to engage
in a thorough analysis of infringement
before threatening that new products fall
within the scope of a license. When drafting
agreements, patent holders should consider
including a right to inspect new products
to assess infringement, and should determine whether to include alternate dispute
resolution in the agreement. In addition, to
reduce the potential for abusive declaratory
judgment suits, patent holders should consider including provisions terminating the
license in the event of a declaratory judgment lawsuit.
Brian G. Arnold and Mary-Christine
(“M.C.”) Sungaila are partners, and
Marjorie A. Witter is an associate at
the Los Angeles and Orange County
offices of Snell & Wilmer L.L.P.
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Delaware Insider:
When Business Judgment Isn’t Enough:
The Impact of the Standard of Review on Deal Litigation
By Stephen B. Brauerman
Three recent decisions of the Delaware
Court of Chancery, all written by Vice
Chancellor Laster, demonstrate the importance and impact of the application of the
standard of review to the success of posttransactional shareholder litigation. The
decision in In re Orchard Enterprises Inc.
Stockholder Litigation, C.A. No. 7840VCL, 2014 WL 1007589 (Del. Ch. Feb.
28, 2014), holds that entire fairness review
should govern the court’s consideration at
trial of the board’s approval of a squeezeout merger effected by the company’s majority stockholder. The court’s post-trial
opinion in In re Rural Metro Corp. Stockholders Litigation, C.A. No. 6350-VCL,
2014 WL 1053140 (Del. Ch. Mar. 7, 2014),
applies enhanced scrutiny review to hold
the company’s financial advisor liable for
aiding and abetting the board’s exculpated
and previously settled breaches of fiduciary
duty. In Chen v. Howard-Anderson, C.A.
No. 5878-VCL, 2014 WL 1366551 (Del.
Ch. Apr. 8, 2014), the court also applied
the enhanced scrutiny standard to grant the
directors defendants’ motion for summary
judgment in a challenge to a mixed cash
and stock merger with a competitor at the
expense of other, more lucrative transactions. In each of Orchard, Rural Metro, and
Chen, the parties disputed which standard
of review to apply and in each instance, the
court’s resolution of that procedural question had a dispositive effect. As Delaware
law strives to provide greater flexibility

and certainty to corporate decision makers,
the standard of review continues and will
continue to play an impactful, though often
unappreciated, role.
A Brief Review of the Standards of
Review

Delaware courts apply three standards of
review to determine whether corporate fiduciaries have complied with their duties
of care and loyalty: (1) the business judgment rule, (2) enhanced scrutiny, and (3)
entire fairness. Under the deferential business judgment standard, the court will uphold director conduct unless such conduct
cannot be attributed to any rational business purpose.
Enhanced scrutiny, Delaware’s intermediate standard of review, applies to “specific, recurring, and readily identifiable
situations involving potential conflicts of
interest where the realities of the decisionmaking context can subtly undermine the
decisions of even independent and disinterested directors,” and requires fiduciaries
to show that their motivations were proper,
not selfish, and reasonable in relation to
their legitimate objective. Enhanced scrutiny most often applies when a board adopts
defensive measures to protect against a
hostile takeover (Unocal), or seeks a transaction to sell the company or cash out
stockholders (Revlon).
Entire fairness review applies where the
board has an interest in the transaction differ-

ent from stockholders generally or a controlling shareholder stands on both sides of the
deal. In such circumstances, the defendant
directors must prove that the transaction is
entirely fair – with respect to both process
and price – to the corporation. The burden
of persuasion may shift to the stockholder
plaintiff if the influence of the controller
or self-interested fiduciary is neutralized
by the creation of a sufficiently authorized
committee of independent and disinterested
directors, or the transaction is conditioned
on the approval a majority of independent
stockholders after full disclosure of the extent of the conflicts. Even more deferential
review is available if, from the beginning,
a conflicted transaction is negotiated by a
duly authorized independent committee and
approved by a majority of the disinterested
stockholders after full disclosure, where the
business judgment rule will apply. Kahn v.
M&F Worldwide Corp., C.A. No. 334, 2013,
2014 WL 996270 (Del. Mar. 14, 2014).
The Application and Impact of the
Standard of Review

Orchard involved a stockholder challenge
to a squeeze out merger orchestrated by a
majority shareholder (Dimensional) and
approved by a special committee chaired
by a director with ties to the controlling
stockholder who obtained a consulting
role worth nearly $300,000 per year with
the post-merger entity. In addition to the
conflicts of interest, which the court found
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troubling but not disabling in and of themselves, the court expressed concern with
the special committee’s process. First, the
special committee (and its financial advisors) improperly included an inapplicable
liquidation preference in favor of Dimensional in assessing the value and fairness
of the majority stockholder’s offer. Second, the special committee delegated to
the controlling stockholder the negotiation of a competing expression of interest
to buy the company from its former chief
executive. Not surprisingly, Dimensional
and the former executive could not reach
an agreement, especially after the former
executive declined to pay the full value
of Dimensional’s liquidation preference.
Third, while the merger was conditioned
on the approval of a majority of the company’s disinterested stockholders, the proxy
statement issued before the annual meeting contained a number of incomplete and
inaccurate disclosures, which tainted the
vote. Relatedly and in a separate appraisal
action, the Court of Chancery determined
that the fair value of the company’s stock at
the time of the merger was worth more than
twice the closing price.
Under these facts, it is not surprising that
the Court of Chancery determined on summary judgment to apply the extracting entire fairness standard at trial. Dimensional
stood on both sides of the transaction, the
special committee was not entirely independent, and a majority of the minority
approval was based on inadequate and inaccurate disclosures. The application of the
entire fairness standard of review impacts
the availability of Section 102(b)(7) of the
General Corporation Law of the State of
Delaware’s exculpatory protection. As the
court explained, Section 102(b)(7) defenses
are not available at the summary judgment
stage “when a case involves a controlling
stockholder . . . and where there is evidence
of procedural and substantive unfairness.”
This is because at trial, the parties would
need to litigate under the entire fairness
standard, whether the board breached its
duty of loyalty by favoring Dimension’s
interests over those of Orchard’s minority
stockholders. As the court explained, “it is

premature in this case to make a determination regarding exculpation under Section 102(b)(7) without first determining
whether the transaction was entirely fair,
determining whether liability exists and on
what basis, considering the evidence as a
whole, and evaluating the involvement of
each of the directors.” The court nevertheless observed that exculpation remains a
strong defense, even if the application of
the entire fairness standard potentially delayed its application.
The Rural Metro decision has garnered
a lot of attention because of the court’s
criticism of the actions of the company’s
financial advisor, RBC Capital Markets,
LLC (RBC). Interestingly, the directors
settled before trial, so the aiding and abetting claim against RBC proceeded without
the underlying breach of fiduciary duty
claims. Given the court’s application of the
enhanced scrutiny standard of review, the
director’s breaches would have been exculpated by Section 102(b)(7). The exculpatory statute does not, however, protect aiders
and abettors, and consequently provided
little help to RBC.
After receiving expressions of interest
from potential acquirers and considering
a possible acquisition itself (of rival EMS,
which had put itself on the auction block),
the Rural Metro board created a special
committee to explore strategic alternatives.
The special committee selected RBC as
its financial advisor over two other candidates. Unlike the other candidates, RBC’s
presentation focused on a potential sale of
the company. Although there is evidence
that several members of the special committee also favored a transaction to sell the
company, there was no evidence (and the
stockholder plaintiffs did not contend) that
the board’s approval of a cash out merger
to a financial acquirer implicated the directors’ duty of loyalty.
The court was nonetheless critical of several aspects of the sale process. First, the
special committee exceeded its authority
because the board did not resolve to “put
the company in play” until the sales process
was well underway. Second, RBC and the
special committee did not adequately con-

sider the value of developing and executing the company’s growth strategy before
selling the company. Third, RBC and the
special committee decided to sell the company when confidentiality restrictions from
the EMS sale process precluded a number
of logical buyers from participating in the
Rural Metro auction. Fourth, the special
committee failed adequately to supervise
the RBC-led sales process. Fifth, RBC did
not disclose its own self-interest in pushing
a sale so it could participate in the buy-side
financing of the EMS transaction and bolster its reputation as a financial advisor in
the healthcare sector. Sixth, the board declined to extend the sale process after receiving an expression of interest from the
company that had acquired EMS, thereby
giving negotiating leverage to Warburg
Pinkus, LLC, which ultimately acquired
Rural Metro. Finally, the court criticized
the board’s failure to obtain a valuation of
the company until just before it approved
the transaction.
Because of the risks inherent in a cashout merger (i.e., stockholders’ final opportunity to maximize the value of their
investment), Delaware courts must apply
the enhanced scrutiny standard of review.
Director defendants can satisfy this standard by demonstrating the reasonableness
of their conduct. The court found that the
board breached its fiduciary duty of care by
neglecting adequately to inform itself about
the transaction that it was asked to approve
or the flaws in the RBC-led sale process
and by failing to actively and directly oversee RBC’s efforts. Since these breaches did
not implicate the duty of loyalty, the application of the enhanced scrutiny would
not have prevented the director defendants
from availing themselves of the exculpatory provision in Rural Metro’s charter.
In Chen v. Howard-Anderson, the court
again applied enhanced scrutiny to review a
stockholder challenge to a cash-out merger
between two competitors in the broadband
access equipment market. As in Rural Metro, the court considered actions that fell
outside the range of reasonableness. First,
the board favored a mixed-cash-and-stock
deal over a substantially higher, all cash
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sale to a different competitor (Adtran). Second, the board gave Adtran a 24-hour ultimatum to make a bid when there were no
justifiable business reasons for such a tight
deadline. The court observed that this ultimatum drove Adtran away. Third, the board
conducted a 24-hour market check during
the July Fourth holiday and, even after receiving a number of expressions of interest,
neglected to pursue any of them. Fourth, inadequate disclosures and incomplete valuation metrics also concerned the court.
Despite identifying these actions as outside the range of reasonableness, the court
nevertheless gave the director defendants
(save one who was personally interested in
the transaction due to a change of control
payment he was to receive) the benefit of
the company’s exculpatory charter provision. To apply the exculpatory provision,
the court first had to determine whether
the plaintiff’s claims implicated the duty of
loyalty, since only duty of care claims are
exculpated. Under enhanced scrutiny, the
court observed, the duty of loyalty is implicated if directors allow “interests other
than obtaining the best value reasonably
available for [the company’s] stockholders
to influence their decisions during the sale
process.” The most common such interest,
in an arm’s length transaction, is the board’s
desire to protect incumbent management or
their directorships in the post-sale entity.

Here, however, the court did not observe
any improper interest even though the board
failed to maximize shareholder value. Thus
the court granted summary judgment.

judgment. While it is often difficult to tell
whether the standard drives the result or the
result drives the standard, the correlative
effect between a higher standard of review
and greater culpability is well established.

Why it Matters

Though it is a fairly technical matter of
procedure, the standard of review has several important substantive impacts to which
corporate deal makers should pay attention.
The standard of review is the first indication of the level of culpability in the conduct the court is evaluating. Although the
standard of review is the mechanism by
which the court analyzes compliance with
the standard of care (i.e., a board’s fiduciary duties), it also provides an independent
qualitative assessment of the conduct being
judged; the more troublesome the conduct,
the higher the standard of review. Second,
the application of the standard of review
has important impacts on when defendant
directors can avoid liability or exercise
their indemnification or exculpation rights.
For example, it is easier to win on a motion
to dismiss when the standard is business
judgment, while entire fairness virtually
guarantees a trial with a difficult burden to
overcome. Finally, the standard of review
may dictate the availability of exculpation
because the court more often finds loyalty
breaches in the entire fairness context than
it does under enhanced scrutiny or business

Conclusion

The Court of Chancery’s review and application of different standards of review
to different transactional conducts should
remind corporate actors of the importance
of obtaining a favorable standard of review.
The standard of review can mean the difference between substantial personal liability and the protection of exculpatory
charter provisions. Orchard, Rural Metro,
and Chen highlight the complicated application of these standards and illustrate their
potentially dispositive impact. These cases
also demonstrate the necessity of a proper
sale process and that reliance on highly
compensated and qualified advisors is a
poor substitute for oversight by engaged
and informed directors.
Stephen B. Brauerman is a director
at Bayard P.A. in Wilmington,
Delaware, specializing in corporate
and intellectual property litigation.
The opinions expressed in this article
are those of the author and do not
necessarily reflect the views of
Bayard P.A or its clients.
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Ethics Corner:
In-House Counsel Ethics: Practicing Law as a Square Peg
By Nicole I. Hyland
When it comes to ethical guidance, inhouse lawyers get the short end of the stick.
The Model Rules of Professional Conduct
(the “Rules”), which most U.S. jurisdictions have adopted in some form, are more
compatible with law firm practice than inhouse work. Although a handful of Rules,
such as Rules 1.11, 1.12, and 3.8, single out
government lawyers for special attention,
in-house lawyers are not so fortunate. Not
only must they figure out how to adapt the
Rules to a corporate environment for which
many of those Rules were clearly not designed, but they must do so with little assistance from ethics opinions and CLE programs. (There are some notable exceptions,
such as NYCBA Formal Op. 2008-2 (“Corporate Legal Departments and Conflicts of
Interest Between Represented Corporate
Affiliates”) and ABA Formal Op. 99-415
(“Representation Adverse to Organization
by Former In-House Lawyer”). Yet, as noted below, even those opinions cannot address all of the unique complexities raised
by in-house counsel conflicts of interest. Of
the scores of ethics panels I have been invited to speak on over the years, only one
was titled “Ethics for In-House Counsel.”
In-house lawyers are like the proverbial
“square pegs” trying to navigate the “round
hole” of legal ethics.
The primacy of the traditional law firm
model is reflected in the terminology used
throughout the Rules. For example, the
conflict of interest rules provide that an in-

dividual lawyer’s conflict is imputed to all
other lawyers “associated in a firm.” Rule
1.10(a) (emphasis added). What constitutes a “firm”? In common parlance, a firm
generally means a private entity comprised
of attorneys who provide legal services to
outside clients. Yet, Rule 1.0(c) defines a
“firm” or “law firm” as “a lawyer or lawyers in a law partnership, professional
corporation, sole proprietorship or other
association authorized to practice law; or
lawyers employed in a legal services organization or the legal department of a corporation or other organization.” (emphasis
added). Thus, corporate legal departments
(and by extension in-house lawyers) are
simply appended to the definition of a law
firm, despite the fundamental differences
between those two practice models. This
lack of delineation can raise bewildering
questions for in-house lawyers who try to
apply the Rules to their own conduct.
Again, the conflict of interest rules provide a ready example. As noted above,
individual conflicts are imputed to all lawyers “associated in a firm.” In many cases,
the clients can waive the imputed conflict,
but some conflicts are unwaivable under
Rule 1.7(b). In a law firm context, this
does not usually present an insurmountable obstacle. A client with an unwaivable conflict can hire another law firm.
But what does a corporation do when its
general counsel or other in-house lawyer
has an unwaivable conflict – short of firing

them? One may argue that such a scenario
is impossible, because only current client conflicts under Rule 1.7 are unwaivable. Because a corporate in-house lawyer
represents only one client at a time – the
corporation – he or she can never have a
conflict under Rule 1.7, so the argument
might go. This reasoning ignores the realities of the modern business world. As
corporate family structures grow in complexity, in-house lawyers face an unprecedented array of potentially conflicting client interests. The same legal department
may provide legal advice and services to
the parent company, wholly-owned subsidiaries, indirect subsidiaries, and other
corporate affiliates and constituents. Just
figuring out who your client is at any particular time can be a daunting proposition
for an in-house lawyer. See Rule 1.0(c),
Cmt. [2] (noting that “[t]here can be uncertainty [for in-house lawyers] as to the
identity of the client,” because, “it may
not be clear whether the law department
of a corporation represents a subsidiary
or an affiliated corporation, as well as the
corporation by which the members of the
department are directly employed”).
To make things more complicated, the legal and business interests of corporate affiliates are not always aligned. See Rule 1.13,
Cmt. [10] (noting that “[t]here are times
when the organization’s interest may be or
become adverse to those of one or more of
its constituents”). For example, if a multi-
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national conglomerate decides to spin off
a litigation burdened subsidiary, the legal
interests can become extremely complex,
particularly if the general counsel has been
directing the litigation up to that point.
Strategic decisions made by the subsidiary
in the litigation may adversely affect the
parent company’s restructuring plans. How
much authority should the parent company
have to control the general counsel’s litigation decisions about the subsidiary before
the spin-off? Conversely, does the general
counsel – who arguably has a duty of loyalty to both parent and subsidiary – have
to consider how his or her decisions today
might impact the future prospects of subsidiary after the spin-off? How do the parent and subsidiary negotiate issues that will
continue to impact the litigation after the
spin-off, such as indemnification obligations or ownership of the attorney-client
privilege? While the parent company might
wish to retain control of privileged communications that occurred between the
subsidiary and in-house counsel before the
spin-off, the subsidiary would want to take
the privilege with it. The general counsel
can wind up torn between two clients that
were once in harmony. See, e.g., Simon
M. Lorne, “Losing the Privilege When the
Subsidiary is Sold,” Business Law Today
(January 2014) (discussing some of the
ethical implications of for in-house counsel
when a corporation sells a subsidiary).
One way to address this dilemma is to
retain independent outside counsel for the
subsidiary to protect its interests in the spinoff. See NYCBA Formal Ethics Op. 2008-2
(noting that, in a spin-off transaction, “it is
wise for the parent to secure for the subsidiary outside representation”). The problem
is that the outside counsel has to report to
someone in the company and, usually, that
someone is the general counsel. Even if the
subsidiary has its own in-house counsel,
that person often reports up the corporate
ladder to the general counsel for the parent company. Although a solution could
be fashioned involving informed waivers,
limited scope representations, screening
mechanisms, and independent legal advice,
see id., these scenarios raise thorny ques-

tions for in-house lawyers who (unlike law
firm practitioners) are inextricably intertwined with their corporate clients.
Even after the spin-off, the general counsel’s troubles may not be over. Now, the
subsidiary is a former client under Rule 1.9.
See ABA Formal Op. 99-415 (noting that,
the conduct of in-house counsel “for purposes of former client conflicts of interest
is governed, as is that of all other lawyers,
by Model Rule 1.9”). If litigation were to
arise between the parent and its former subsidiary, it may create another conflict of interest for the general counsel. If the subsidiary refuses to waive the conflict, this could
preclude the general counsel from representing the company in connection with
the litigation and – by imputation – anyone
else in the legal department. (See Sidebar:
“A New York Solution”) If so, that leaves
no one in the legal department to communicate with outside litigation counsel and
direct the litigation strategy. Requiring a
company to defend or prosecute a lawsuit
without the assistance of its own legal department creates an unnecessary impediment to the attorney-client relationship. It
is difficult to see how this outcome benefits
clients, i.e., those whom the conflict rules
are intended to protect.
The emphasis on law firm practice permeates other aspects of the Rules. (See
Sidebar: “Other Considerations.”) For
example, a former in-house lawyer who
was starting up his own solo practice approached me with what should have been
a straightforward question: is he ethically
permitted to list his former corporate employer on his LinkedIn profile? The lawyer
was befuddled by the text of a New York
advertising rule, which stated, in relevant
part, “an advertisement may include information as to . . . names of clients regularly represented, provided that the client has given prior written consent.” New
York Rules of Prof’l Conduct (“New York
Rule”) 7.1(b)(2). Although not expressly
stated, this rule suggests that lawyers may
not include in their advertisements names
of clients who are either not regularly represented or do not give consent. The lawyer’s question highlights the dual nature of

A New York Solution
Even after the spin-off, the general
counsel’s troubles may not be over.
Now, the subsidiary is a former client
under Rule 1.9. If litigation were to
arise between the parent and its former subsidiary, it may create another
conflict of interest for the general
counsel. If the subsidiary refuses to
waive the conflict, this could preclude
the general counsel from representing
the company in connection with the litigation and – by imputation – anyone
else in the legal department.
This problem may be solved in New
York state by reference to Allegaert
v. Perot, 565 F.2d 246 (2d Cir. 1977)
and its progeny. Under the reasoning
of these cases, clients who were jointly
represented by a lawyer have no expectation of confidentiality as between
them. As a result, the lawyer may be
free to take sides in a subsequent dispute between those clients, even where
the current dispute is “substantially related” to the former representation. Although these authorities may provide
some comfort to in-house lawyers who
face disqualification claims by former
corporate affiliates, many jurisdictions
do not follow New York’s interpretation of the “substantially related” test.

the relationship between a company and its
in-house counsel: the company is both the
lawyer’s full-time employer and the lawyer’s client – a nuance that is not always
recognized in the ethics rules. It probably
would not occur to most former in-house
lawyers that listing their employment history on their LinkedIn profile, marketing
materials, or resume might constitute a
technical violation of their particular state’s
advertising rules. As with the imputation
rules, this advertising restriction reflects a
view of the attorney-client relationship that
is premised on the law firm model, rather
than the in-house model.
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On the bright side, there is at least one
area where in-house lawyers have received
some personalized attention: most states
now permit out-of-state lawyers to serve
their corporate employers as in-house
counsel. This has not always been the case.
Up until 2011, for example, it was unclear
whether out-of-state lawyers working as inhouse counsel in New York were violating
criminal statutes that prohibited the unlicensed practice of law. Not only that, but
any New York lawyer that assisted an unlicensed in-house lawyer could be aiding the

Other Considerations
This article does not purport to be an
exhaustive treatment of all aspects of
the Rules, but merely provides several
illustrative examples. The analysis can
become even more complicated when
the in-house lawyer wears multiple
hats (as many do), serving as legal
counselor, business advisor and – in
some cases – even as a business partner. See NYCBA Ethics Op. 2007-1
(noting that “in-house counsel often
play multiple roles in an organization, including purely business roles,”
which may affect how the Rules apply
to them). For example, ethical rules
that prohibit lawyers from charging
or collecting “excessive” legal fees,
such as New York Rule 1.5(a), create
unforeseen perils for in-house lawyers
who are partially compensated with
corporate stock options that could appreciate in value beyond the original
expectations. A compensation agreement that was reasonable when it was
made may become excessive over the
course of years or decades. And establishing the right to cash in on those
stock options may involve the difficult
– if not impossible – task of determining what portion of the compensation
was for legal services as compared
with business-related services.

unauthorized practice of law in violation of
New York Rule 5.5(b). This problem was finally – some might say belatedly – resolved
when New York adopted an in-house counsel registration rule that permitted out-ofstate lawyers to serve as in-house counsel
for companies in New York. Recently, New
York further expanded opportunities for inhouse lawyers by permitting registered inhouse lawyers to provide pro bono services
in New York state.
Conclusion

Like law firm practitioners, in-house lawyers will confront a wide range of ethical
issues over the course of their careers. Unlike law firm practitioners, in-house lawyers have fewer clear guideposts to help
them navigate the ethical landscape. Ethics
committees can help by developing more
creative solutions to the ethical challenges
faced by in-house lawyers, such as representing corporate affiliates or navigating
conflict of interest and imputation rules.
Arguably, the people who are best situated
to answer these questions are in-house lawyers. Yet, in my experience, ethics committees are disproportionately populated with
law firm practitioners. In order to address
these challenges, more in-house lawyers
should consider joining ethics committees
and other associations that develop policies, promulgate ethics rules, and issue ethics opinions. Getting involved is the best
way to get your voice heard. The alternative is to spend your professional life as a
square peg in a round hole.
Nicole I. Hyland is a partner at
Frankfurt Kurnit Klein & Selz, PC,
in New York and serves as Chair of
the Professional Ethics Committee
of the Association of the Bar of the
City of New York. “Ethics Corner”
is sponsored by the Professional
Responsibility Committee, and is
edited by Robert Evans III, a partner
at Shearman & Sterling LLP.
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Member Spotlight:
Interview with the Honorable Gail A. Andler
Judge Gail A. Andler
has been a California
state trial judge since
1994. She currently
sits on the Complex
Civil Litigation Panel
of the Superior Court,
Orange County, and
is the immediate past
President of the American College of Business Court Judges. She served two terms as
the Presiding Judge of the Superior Court’s
Appellate Division. Prior to her judgeship,
Andler was a deputy district attorney for
Ventura County and a business lawyer in
Los Angeles. She graduated from UCLA
and Loyola Law School.
Judge Andler is very active with the
American Bar Association, a member of
the Business and Corporate Litigation
Committee of the Business Law Section,
and of the Executive Committee for the National Conference of State Trial Judges for
the ABA Judicial Division. “People think
of the ABA and they think of the House of
Delegates,” says Judge Andler,” and they
don’t think about the important opportunities there are for substantive education and
for improving our system of law.”

about this, because my friend said the prosecutor always lost in that show. But what I
remember is that there was always a search
for justice, and even if the prosecutor lost,
somehow in the context of that drama it
was the right result.
You did become a deputy district
attorney. What did you enjoy most
about that position?

I loved trying cases and I loved thinking on
my feet. When I was a young prosecutor,
my colleagues and I looked at each other
with eyes wide open and said, “They’re
paying us to do this job?” We were employing what we learned in law school; we
were actively involved with the evidence
code and putting on trials and trying to do
the right thing.

another prosecutor’s handoff case, and you
had to quickly get up to speed and be able
to present it in court. Those are skills that
are important as a judge, because you are
not always trying cases which have been
assigned to you for an extended period of
time.
You then went to work at a law firm.
Can you talk about that experience and
how it prepared for judge?

Absolutely. I was privileged to work under
District Attorney Michael Bradbury who
had a tremendous amount of integrity. The
message he gave to us was that if we did
not believe in the case we were prosecuting, then we should not be prosecuting it.
Prosecutorial discretion carries with it a
very heavy responsibility.

I worked for a small Los Angeles firm. The
civil practice gave me important exposure
to the realities of the business world, the
business needs of clients, and the need to
be mindful of the resources that are spent
in litigation. Every lawsuit is also a business decision. Even though there might
be important principles behind the lawsuit
for the client, it was important to keep an
eye on the business realities of engaging in
litigation. I think that was a very important
perspective for me to have. It also helped
to further hone my writing skills, because
as a prosecutor there was not much brief
writing. The experience I obtained in researching, briefing, and arguing motions
was important preparation for my work as
a civil judge.

What inspired you to become a lawyer?

How did your prosecutorial experience
prepare you to become a judge?

Is there a typical day in the life of being
a judge?

I have early memories as a young child of
watching Perry Mason and being drawn to
the drama in the courtroom and having a
sense that that was where I wanted to be.
I had a funny conversation with a friend

The trial experience was invaluable. I became very comfortable in the courtroom,
with juries, and well versed in the application of the evidence code. Being a prosecutor sometimes meant you were taking

My typical day is always an extension of
the day before because of the workload.
So, I don’t have a 9 to 5 day. I routinely
work well after the court doors are closed
and I routinely start in the morning pretty

* * *

Did it feel like a search for justice?
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early. The first task in the morning is reviewing the files for that day to take one
last look for late filings. I am able to do this
electronically.
I start most morning calendars with case
management conferences, which I consider
to be problem-solving conferences. The
business and commercial cases as well as
the other types of matters on the calendar
are called, and I have a conversation with
the lawyers about where the case is going
and what I can do to help to streamline it
and move it toward a resolution or, if necessary, expedite it toward a trial.
After we have those conferences, then
I resume hearing a pending trial, or if my
trial has concluded, then I check to see if I
can take a trial for a colleague, as most of
my trials do settle. Of course, I also spend
time in chambers working on rulings and
crafting opinions.
How does your day change if you’re in
trial?

I typically begin my trials after my morning conferences about 9:30 or 10 a.m. and
conclude by 4:30 because of the budget
cuts. We cannot keep the jurors or parties in
the courtroom later than that. This also applies to bench trials, because staff needs to
leave. While I cannot incur overtime costs
for staff, however, sometimes I will stay
with the attorneys for an informal conference. We will talk about what we are going
to do the next day and see what I can do to
promote resolution.
You devised a new pilot project called
Early Legal Assessment. How was it
inspired?

Presently most courts have a menu of ADR
services that are available to the parties: arbitration, mediation, and early neutral evaluation (ENE). I noticed nobody was using
ENE and could not figure out why.
I talked to some of the lawyers and they
said their business clients were often unwilling to engage in an early neutral evaluation because they felt they were being
pushed to try and settle a case before they
had conducted enough discovery to put a
dollar value on the case. It occurred to me

that there was a need for a hybrid program
which would be like a confidential legal
mediation.
Early Legal Assessment (ELA) is ideally
designed to be employed in the beginning
of the case, although there have been cases
where we have used it after the case is further along in the litigation process. The parties, through their attorneys, are expected
to identify a pivotal legal issue and then
jointly agree on a retired judge or justice
whom they believe is scholarly and could
provide a valuable assessment.
The next step is for counsel to do a letter brief of three to five pages where they
separately discuss, in an abbreviated or
perhaps bullet fashion, what the key cases
and statutes are that support their position.
The letter briefs are given only to the neutral. The parties schedule separate sessions
in front of the neutral, where the attorneys
sit down with their clients or key decision
maker present, and try to persuade the retired judge or justice that they are right
on the law. The judge or justice, without
telling them what the other side wrote or
what the other side said, gives them a confidential assessment of whether the party is
likely to prevail on their legal issue. At the
end of the session, the judge or justice can
recommend that the parties consider settling the case.
So what this does is it takes the pressure
off the lawyers, in the eyes of the client,
from having to initiate a settlement discussion, because some clients view that as a
sign of weakness or a signal of a lack of
confidence in the case. Importantly, it can
ultimately be a bit of reality therapy for a
client or an inexperienced attorney who is
unrealistic about the likelihood of success
on the legal issue. I find that the beginning
of cases, before parties get entrenched in
expensive discovery and become more adversarial, is often the best time to have a
candid discussion about whether they are
on the right track legally.

One judge thought it would be important
for the parties to execute a written confidentiality agreement, since ELA does not
have the word “mediation” in it, and at least
in California, communications during mediation have broader protections than communications during settlement conferences.

How has the project been received?

Has e-Discovery or social media
evidence changed things?

I have heard from the judges involved who
say they think the program is great. I have
also had suggestions for improvements.

You’ve been a judge for 20 years. Has
the job significantly changed?

I have seen more multi-jurisdiction cases.
I have seen an increase in the number of
class action and derivative cases. This is
coupled with, unfortunately, fewer court
resources. Our court has done a pretty good
job of continuing to provide the litigants
with open courtrooms where they can try
cases and complex courtrooms that can
help manage the cases to a resolution. Unfortunately, around the state of California,
other courts are having to close courtrooms
and divert resources. I hear from my colleagues in Los Angeles and San Diego and
other parts of this state that there are fewer courtrooms available to try civil cases.
Some judges have had to limit the number
of motions they hear on a given day, which
impacts how quickly a party can get a ruling on a challenge to the pleadings or discovery dispute.
Some courts no longer provide the civil
litigants with court reporters, and some of
them are moving away from direct calendar management to master calendars so that
the litigants are getting judges with heavier
caseloads who might not be as familiar
with their case when it goes to trial.
All of this leads potentially to less predictability, which is extremely important
for the business and commercial cases.
Markets, attorneys, and clients want predictability, and there seems to be a move
away from that because of the diminishing
resources for civil litigants. Those who represent civil litigants have to be concerned
about whether our civil justice system is at
risk due to inadequate court funding.

E-discovery makes it more expensive for
the parties to prepare and present a case in
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court. I am involved in the Sedona Conference, which studies issues such as proportionality in e-Discovery and tries to come
up with best practices. Businesses are legitimately concerned about their preservation obligations and related costs. We know
that probably 90 percent of mergers result
in some form of litigation or claims. So
it begs the question: at what point do you
have to start putting a preservation hold on
all electronically stored information? And
how are you going to preserve it? And how
are going to produce it? The potential costs
can be quite high.
That is why I have been increasingly
focusing on whether there is a legal issue
that can be determined that can change the
landscape of the case, so that the parties
do not have to expend a lot of resources on
fact-based discovery when it is all going to
come down to whether there is a statute of
limitations issue, or a Choice of Law issue,
or a standing issue.
What advice would you give to a lawyer
interested in becoming a judge?

Become an excellent writer. Focus on
your scholarship. Gain as broad exposure
as possible to the various areas of the law,
because as a judge, especially in these economic times, you never know what your
assignments will be. Become involved in
your community as a whole and the legal
community.
What is a commonality among the
most successful business lawyers who
appear in your courtroom?

Everybody would agree that a successful lawyer should be articulate, scholarly,
prepared, and courteous. Fortunately in the
Complex Courts, I get a caliber of lawyer
who, for the most part, fits these criteria.
These lawyers enhance the court’s and client’s confidence by being exceptionally
well prepared. By being unfailing polite,
courteous, and civil to the other side, these
lawyers show me they are picking their issues. So when they bring an issue to me, it
is really one that needs a judicial determination. They are able to reach more settlements than those that take a different tactic

toward the litigation. A lawyer who goes in
like a bulldog is going to reward a client
with a much more expensive fight and a
much more uncertain outcome.
How has involvement in the Business
Law Section helped you in your work as
a judge?

I have benefitted from the substantive education and the exposure to some of the
best and brightest business lawyers in this
country. The national perspective has been
very helpful, especially as we increasingly
see cases that are played out in multiple jurisdictions around the country. I wish that
more judges and more lawyers knew that
it is not just a group of people that get together and talk about ABA resolutions.
You’ve been very active as a member of
the Business and Corporate Litigation
Committee. What have you most
enjoyed about this Committee?

The leadership is tremendous. They’re
some of the finest lawyers I have ever had
a privilege of meeting. We have a great
bench/bar dialogue within the Committee.
It has also been a lot of fun to meet international lawyers who are members of
the Committee. They will likely never appear in front of me, but they are some of
the most delightful and interesting people I
have ever met. There is much to learn from
one another.
I have also enjoyed how much of an emphasis we place on reaching out to young
lawyers and to law students. Also, the Section and Committee take on some really
great projects to improve our justice system.
You’ve been described as a great
mentor to law students and young
lawyers. Have you also been a mentor
to other potential mentors? Why do you
believe mentoring is so important?

I have never thought about myself as a mentor to other mentors, but if I have been, perhaps it is through my discussions with new
judges who become involved in the Section
through our Business Court Representative program. I tell them about networking
events, and I have encouraged them to take

law students from the Diversity Clerkship
Program.
I would not be where I am today without
my mentors. I am sure I have learned more
from those who may have considered me
a mentor.
You participate as a key member of the
Section’s working group that develops
model business and supplier principles
directed to the eradication of labor
trafficking and child labor. Why did you
choose to participate in that project?

I was immediately intrigued by the project.
I thought it would be an opportunity to learn
more about an unfamiliar and critically important area. Human trafficking and forced
labor in the supply chain is a human rights
issue impacting every one of us.
I also thought it would be a good opportunity to try to harmonize in some way the
web of regulations that the business community has to face.
I wanted to lend my voice to the creation
of a project that I hoped would be helpful
and welcomed by the business community,
while addressing a very important social issue. I think most of us have been moved
by the stories we have seen about the factory fires in Bangladesh and the other horrendous working conditions that children
and others have been subjected to through
the forced labor that exists in some supply
chains.
You served as President of the
American College of Business Court
Judges. What do you find most
impressive about the work of the
College and its members? What
challenges does the college face?

The College is a group of judges from
around the country who handle business
and commercial cases or complex cases
either exclusively, or as a mix in their caseloads. Because not all jurisdictions have a
dedicated business or complex court, it is
important to exchange best practices with
those judges who might one day be doing
a family law case, and the next day a DUI,
then the next day have a commercial dispute on their docket.
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Also, at the American College of Business Court Judges, we have been privileged
to receive education from leading economists and professors on areas that are important to an understanding of the complex
business matters which come before us.
This education is a unique aspect of the
College, in addition to the valuable education which comes from our judges teaching
judges and sharing best practices. We keep
up-to-date on trends in the law from Delaware and other jurisdictions regarding corporate governance among other key areas.
Importantly, the College also supports the
development of the business court movement and assists judges who are in the process of establishing complex or business
courts in their jurisdictions.
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Inside Business Law:
In the Know CLE Web Series

In The Know is a series of web-based CLE
programs, presented by various Committees within the Business Law Section. The
In The Know Subcommittee (of the Membership Committee), chaired by Penelope
Christophorou, coordinates the In The
Know programs. These programs began bimonthly in February 2013, but based on the
stellar reception within the Section, In The
Know shifted to monthly programs starting
in September 2013.
Upcoming In the Know Programs

The next three In The Know programs are
summarized below. Registration for these
programs will be available soon through
the Business Law Section’s In The Know
website.

June 24, 2014: Building a Successful
Corporate Ethics and Risk Management
Program

Agnes Bundy Scanlan will moderate “Building a Successful Corporate Ethics and Risk
Management Program,” a panel consisting
of Catherine Brown, Kelly Faglioni, John
Krenitsky, and Peggy Love, presented by
the Corporate Compliance Committee. The
panel will address the benefits of enhancing
corporate ethics programs, the role of the
ethics officer, and the potential impact of
the whistleblower bounty provisions of the
Dodd-Frank Act on ethics and risk management programs. Further, the panel will discuss the relationship between strong ethics
programs and risk mitigation.

June 4, 2014: M&A Negotiation Trends:
Insights from the 2013 Private Target
Deal Points Study

August 6, 2014: Prosecution, Defense,
and Settlement of M&A Stockholder
Litigation – A Solution in Search of a
Problem

The Mergers and Acquisitions Committee
will present “M&A Negotiation Trends:
Insights from the 2013 Private Target Deal
Points Study,” moderated by Jessica Pearlman, with panelists Naomi Ogan, Ed Deibert, Craig Menden, Ashley Hess, Chris
Scheurer, Mike Kendall, and Mark Danzi.
The program will feature insights in market
trends and developments in negotiating acquisition agreements of private targets, including purchase price adjustments, material adverse effect, covenants, termination,
and indemnification.

The Business and Corporate Litigation
Committee will present “Prosecution, Defense, and Settlement of M&A Stockholder Litigation – A Solution in Search of a
Problem,” with panelists Vice Chancellor
Donald Parsons, Judge Clifton Newman,
Eric Waxman, and Randall Baron. When
a merger or acquisition of a public company is announced, in virtually every case
litigation is filed claiming that the price is
too low, the process is unfair, and that the
disclosures relating to the transaction are
misleading. This program includes judges

from Delaware and South Carolina, as
well as counsel for defendants and plaintiffs who will discuss why these cases
are filed and strategies for prosecuting,
defending, and settling them. They also
will analyze significant decisions impacting these cases, as well as D&O insurance
issues.
Past In The Know Programs

In addition to the exciting upcoming programs, the materials and audio for each of
the past In The Know webinars are available
through the Business Law Section’s In The
Know website. These programs continue to
qualify for CLE treatment in jurisdictions
that allow self-study.
February 2013: Navigating Ethical Quandaries in the Social Media Age: How Do
the Rules Impact a Lawyer’s Favorite Social
Media Activities?; presented by the Consumer Financial Services Committee; panelists Mac R. McCoy, John L. Ropiequet, and
Ryan S. Stinneford.
April 2013: Commercial Law Developments 2012–2013; presented by the Commercial Finance Committee; panelists Steven O. Weise, Teresa Wilton Harmon, and
Lynn A. Soukup.
June 2013: Alternative Entities: A Business
Lawyer’s Guide to Formation, Fiduciary
Duties, and Governance; presented by the
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LLCs, Partnerships, and Unincorporated
Entities Committee; panelists Hon. Donald
F. Parsons, Jr., Eric Feldman, Dominick
T. Gattuso, Lance Gilliland, and Srinivas
M. Raju.
July 2013: What Just Happened? UCC Filing Best Practices under the New Amendments to Article 9; co-sponsored by the
Commercial Finance Committee and the
Uniform Commercial Code Committee;
panelists Teresa Wilton Harmon, Paul Hodnefield, and Annette C. Moore.
September 2013: Private Company M&A: A
Potpourri of Practical Pointers; co-sponsored
by the Mergers & Acquisitions Committee
and the Corporate Counsel Committee; panelists Richard E. Climan, Joel Greenberg, Michele Lau, and Jessica C. Pearlman.
October 2013: IP for Non-IP Attorneys,
co-sponsored by the Intellectual Property
Committee and the Cyberspace Law Committee; presenters Sharon K. Sandeen and
Jonathan Rubens.

November 2013: Security and the Cloud:
Key Tips to Managing Your Risks in Cloud
Computing Agreements; sponsored by the
Cyberspace Law Committee; co-chairs Lisa
R. Lifshitz and Ariane Siegel; materials coordinator Alison Ronson; speakers Ian C.
Ballon, Robert Bond, Eric A. Hibbard, Lara
Kehoe Hoffman, Lisa R. Lifshitz, Jae B.
Pak, Ariane Siegel, Johnathan Tal, John P.
Tomaszewski, and Alison Ronson.
December 2013: Cognitive Biases, Blind
Spots, and Other Impairments of Ethical Vision: How Good Lawyers Can Go
Astray; sponsored by the Professional Responsibility Committee; moderator Charles
E. McCallum; panelists James W. Jones,
Nancy B. Rapoport, and Dr. Larry Richard.
January 2014: What Every Business Lawyer Should Know About the Final Volcker Rule; sponsored by the Banking Law
Committee; moderator Keith R. Fisher;
panelists Arthur S. Long, and Heath P.
Tarbert.

February 2014: Corporate Governance
Meets Sustainability; sponsored by the
Corporate Governance Committee and the
Corporate Social Responsibility Law Task
Force; co-moderators Katayun I. Jaffari and
Nancy S. Cleveland; panelists Brad A. Molotsky, Leah Seligmann, and John Whalen.
March 19, 2014: Financial and Non-Financial End User Issues under Dodd-Frank;
sponsored by the Derivatives and Futures
Law Committee; panelists Gary Barnett,
Warren N. Davis, Athena Velie Eastwood,
Jennifer Wu Han, Lauren Teigland-Hunt,
and Jeffrey L. Steiner.
March 28, 2014: Bitcoin Accepted Here:
Virtual Currencies and the Surrounding Issues; sponsored by the Cyberspace Law
Committee; panelists Sarah Jane Hughes,
Stephen Middlebrook, and Andrew J. Shipe.
April 2014: Commercial Law Developments in 2013; sponsored by the Commercial Finance Committee; panelists Steven
O. Weise and Teresa Wilton Harmon.
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